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The purpose of this investigation was to study the fatigue behavior 
of t.h~n we.b 9!fders o The inve:st:~gataon was d~rected pr~marny t.oward the 
determ~nation of the effects of flange rigidity and vertical stiffener rigidity 
on the fatigue behavior of individual panels of thin web girders o A consider-
able amount of attention was also devoted to the initial iateral web deflections 
In the webs of the 9nfderso 
A qual ltative ana1ysis was made of the fat~gue beh~vior of individual 
thnn web 91 rder panei s w~ til an2 t~al 1 at.eral web def~ et:t~on'So Two types of 
10ading were considered: pure snear and combined shear and bending o The 
analys~s was based on theoretical and experimentai data on the post buck) ing 
behavior of girder web panels which have been reported in the 1 iteratureo 
~n the experimental part of the investigation twenty fatigue tests 
were conducted on scale model thin web all-welded girderso Fifteen of these 
tests were conducted on girders in which the only geometric variab1e was the 
size of the flanges. Nine of the fifteen teSt5 were carried out under con-
ditions approximating pure shear and the remaining six tests were conducted 
under the condition of combined shear and flexure. Five additional tests 
were completed on girders in which the only variable was the rigid~ty of the 
vertica1 stiffenerso 
The investigation revealed the manner in which thin web girder panels 
fail in fatngue. The effects of flange rigidity and vertical stiffener 
rIgidity on fatigue 1 ife were determined and recommendations were made with 
regard to mInimum desirable flange rigidities. Finally, it was shown that 
initial lateral web deflections have an effect on the fatigue behaVior of thin 
web girders. 
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10 INTRODUCTION 
101 Background 
Plate girders are structural members which are required to carry both 
bending moment and shearing forceso ~f the forces are resisted by pure beam 
actlon 9 the shear 8S resisted almost entirely by the web of the girder and the 
bending moment is resisted almost entirely by the flanges of the girdero ~n 
most civil engsneering appl ications, plate girders are primarily moment resisting 
members 0 As a result, it has been general practice to place as much material as 
possible In the flanges of the girder and to locate the flanges as far apart as 
possibleo Economical use of high-strength materials in the flanges makes this 
factor even more significant o If optimum util ization of material is to be 
real ized~ thus procedure leads to the need for a very deep thin webo However~ 
when the- web thickness becomes small in relation to the' web depth~ the web 
plate buckleso ~t is this phenomonon of buckl ing which has 1 imnted the optimum 
util izatfion of matersal in girders designed for c~vil eng6neereng structureso 
~t has been assumed by civsl engsneers that a. plate girder reaches Its 
1 im!t of usefulness when anyone of the individual web panels buckleso This 
assumptuon has led to extensive theoretacal and experimental research into the 
problem of stiffened plates under combined bending and shearing stresseso The 
purpose of most of th8s research has been the determination of the magna tude of 
various combinatBons of boundary stresses at whsch perfectly plane plates become 
unstable and cease to be perfectly planeo 
A design method has evolved in the United States in which the theo~ 
retacal1y computed buckl ing stresses of ideal plates have been taken as the 
1 imiting stresses of the panels of plate girder webso The girder is assumed 
to carry the smposed shears and moments by pure beam action and the reSUlting 
2 
stresses are computed by elementary beam formulae. The present specifications 
snmp]v di~tate a web geometry which provides an adequate T~ctor of safety with 
respect to buckling for all of the panels of a plate girder web. 
Aeronautical engineers have» on the other hand p taken a different 
approach to the design of plate girders (web spars) from that taken by civi 1 
engineers. Minimum weight design requirements have forced the aeronautical 
enganeer to take advantage of the total strength that a girder possesses. Tests 
ha~e shown that the load carrying capacity of a stiffened plate girder is not 
lnmoted by the buckling of individual girder planels. After an individual panel 
begnns to b~ckle, it no ]onger resists an increase in load by pure beam action 
a]one s but gradually changes to a more efficient method of carrying the load. 
The gfirdeu begins to behave like a Pratt truss with the web panels acting as 
tensBon diagonals and the stiffeners acting as vertical compression postso An 
attempt to theoretically evaluate the u]tim'ate.carryong capacity'of plate 
g~rders with very th~n webs was made by Wagnero(l)* By ~gnoring beam action 
~omp]etely and considering the thon webs as membranes that could resist tension 
onlYD Wagner formulated his pure diagonal tension theory for the load carrying 
capa~nty of gfiroers woth very thnn webs. Later s Kuhn(2) formulated a theory 
. , 
of incomp!ete diagonal tension in which he assumed that the girder resisted 
the load partly by beam action and partly by pure deagonal tension action. 
Wnth thus background of knowledge, the method of design in the aeronautical 
field became one of proportioning the girder so that it would have a required 
factor of safety with respect to its ultimate load. 
"* N~mbers O~ parentheses refer to entries in the list of references. 
3 
The experience of the aircraft industry and tests of individual plate 
girders has convinced civil engineers that more efficsent use could be made of 
the material in plate girders if advantage was taken of the post-buckling 
strength of the girderso In general~ girders in civi1 engineering structures 
are provnded wftth webs that are thicker in relation to the8r depth and which 
are s~bjected to a higher. ratio of moment to shear than are girders in aircraft 
str~ct~reso Consequently, theoretical and experiementa1 work had to be carried 
o~t to adapt the theory of incomplete diagonal tension to civi 1 engineering 
structureso The most comprehensive undertakang of this nature was conducted 
at lehfigh Un~~ers~ty from 1957 to 19610 The purpose of the 6nvestigation at 
lehngh was to determone simple but general formulae to predict the u!timate 
capacnty of gilrders subjected to pure shear 9 pure bending and combined shear 
and bendnng_ Thos combined experimental and analytical program led to the 
conc]~5ilon that the stresses in plate girder web panels at working loads cou]d 
exceed the theoretncal bucklnng stresses of the panels without ;11 effectso 
As a resu]t of the investagation extensive revisBons of the civnl 
eng~neerong design specifications for plate girders have been initiatedo The 
new spe~ofHcataons allow larger allowable web depth to web thickness ratios 
than do the presently accepted specofocationso Furthermore~ the proposed 
specofll~athms no longer base the al]owable load on the buckling load of the 
n~d~vod~al web panels but on a computed ultimate capacity of the girder o 
102 Ge~era] Discussion 
A new term has recently been added to the technical vocabulary of 
many ~hd ~ engineers .. Thns term is "thin web gardero a8 For the purpose of 
thss report~ a than web girder is defined as any plate girder in which the 
web depth to web thickness ratio is sufficiently large so that buckling of any 
of the ind~vndual web panels of theOgBrder occurs before the allowable working 
load of the girder is attained. 
Byckl~ng of the individual web panels of than web girders results in 
lateral deflections of the web at loads which are less than the working load 
4 
of the 9nrdero ~f the girder is subjected to a fatigue type loading~ the 
lateral deflections of the web result in the flexing of the web at the boundary 
members of the panel, i.e.~ the flanges and stiffeners. Pilot tests on small 
sca]e model g~rders have shown that this flexing actiQn can lead to fatigue 
fan]ure~ at a very small number of load applications. More information is 
needed concerning the fatigue behav80r of thin web girders if they are to be 
used to res8st cyclic loads. 
~n the last decade» there has been a marked increase in the use of 
welding for hijghway bridges, particularly welded gsrder bridges. This 
increase ~n app]ijcation has resulted in a greater need for information con= 
cernnng the fatngue behavior of such structureso If the proposed plate girder 
des~gn specnfocataon for bui Idings are adopted» the next step will probably 
be the con5DderatDon of new specifications for welded th!n web plate girders 
nn brodges. Unfortunatelys there has been no systematic study of the parameters 
whnch anfluence the fatigue behavior of this type of structural membero 
103 Object and Scope 
The objectives of the research program which is descr~bed herein 
were to determone the manner an which thin web gnrders fail when subjected to 
repeated loads D to determine what factors influence the fatigue strength of 
thin web girders s and to determine the manner in which these factors 1nfluence 
the fatig~e strength. 
The fatigue strength of thin web girders is affected by many 
parameters@ ~t would be impossable to study the effect of all of these 
parameters in a program of limited scope. Consequentlys the investigation 
reported herein has been directed toward the determination of the effect of 
flange rogndity and vertical stiffener rigidityo Attention has also been 
gijven to onitial deflections and type of loading. 
Fatigue tests of full size girders are prohibitively costly and 
tame con5~mBnge Consequently, at was decided to develop a method of scaling 
plate gHrders so that the desired information could be derived from tests of 
scale mode~ gHrders. 
Fifteen fatigue tests were conducted on scale model thin web al1-
we~ded g~rders on which the only geometrical variable was the rigidity of 
the flangeso Nine of these girders were subjected to a large shearing force 
and a very small bending moment. The test loads were chosen to approximate a 
condotijon of pure shear in the test girder. The remaining six girders were 
5~bjected to combined shearing forces and bending moments. Five additional 
tests were conducted on scale model all-welded girders in which the only 
varoab1e was the rigndity of the vertical stiffenerso Girders in this latter 
sernes were subjected to combined shearing forces and bending moments. The 
resu]ts of the tests have been analyzed and the behavior of the Qirders 
compared wlith the behavior of a theoretical model. 
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2. REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF LITERATURE 
2.1 Initial Deflections 
Initial lateral web deflections are expected to influence the fatigue 
behavior of thin web girders. The importance of this influence will most prob-
ably depend on the magnitude and pattern of the initial deflections. Initial 
deflection properties are a function of both the fabrication procedures and 
size of the individual component parts of the girder and will vary considerably 
from girder to girder~ In particular, a welded thin web girder can be fabri-
cated with anyone of a large number of welded procedures. The residual welding 
stresses will cause distortion of the web panels of the girder. The magnitude 
and shape of the distortion wi 11 depend on the magnitude and distribution of 
the residual stresses. Since each welding procedure will result in a particular 
set of residual stresses, it follows that each procedure will also result in a 
particular set of initial deflections. Due to the existence of a variation in 
initial deflections, it becomes important to understand if this variation can 
result in a diversification of fatigue behavior of welded thin web girders. 
Because of the small size of the individual component members, the 
control of the magnitude of initial deflections for scale model welded girders 
will be more difficult than for full size girders. Little data is available 
on the magnitude of initial deflections to be expected in full size girders 
but the data which is available indicates that initial deflections will cer-
tainly occur in this type of structural member. It is expected that relative 
to the over=al1 size of the girder, the initial web deflections in small scale 
model welded girders will be larger than the corresponding deflections in 
full size welded girders. If the fatigue behavior of full size girders is 
to be determined from the results of tests carried out on small scale model 
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girders, it is clear that an attempt must be made to determine the effects of 
initial web deflections on the fatigue behavior of thin web welded girders. 
The first step in this determination was a 1 iterature study of plates 
with initial deflections. The object of this study was to define the factors 
which might affect the fatigue strength of thin web girders and to determine 
the effect of initial deflections on these factors. 
Even at the very beginning of loading, the total lateral deflections 
of a web plate with initial lateral deflections are usually of an order of 
magnitude which is incompatible with the 1 inear theory of plates. For this 
reason, it becomes necessary to use the non-l inear theory of plates. The 
mathematical treatment of the buck1 ing of plates by means of the non-1 inear 
theory is very compl icated. This problem involves the solution of a system 
of two s i .. mulc=.taneous-part i a 1 different i a 1 equat ions of the fou rth order 0 The 
equations take into consideration the initial deflections of the plate, the 
deflections of the plate due to load and an unknown stress functiono Two 
methods have been devised for the solution of this system of equations. One 
method requires the assumption of a stress function which contains sufficient 
arbitrary constants to permit the prescribed boundary conditions to be satisfied. 
The other method is the energy approach due to Ritz. Both of these methods 
are exceedingly compI icat-ed and involve a great deal of computational work. 
Consequently, only a·f-ew solutions of the buck1 ing behavior of plates with 
initiald.eflections are to be found in the 1 iterature. The solutions which 
are to be found are only for simple and special loading caseso 
Some studies of the buck} ing behavior of plates with initial deflec-
tions have been reported by Marguerre,(3) Coan, (4) Yamaki(5) and Hu. (6) 
Marguerre(3) and Coan(4) presented the theory for the buckl ing of plates with 
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small initial curvatures. Coan(4) also solved the problem of a simple supported 
plate with boundary conditions that are usually met in test practice, i.e., 
stress-free supported edges and uniformly displaced loaded edges. Curves are 
given for net center deflection, median fiber strain at the center of the plate, 
. 
. 
median fiber strain at mid-point of the loaded edge and extreme fiber strains 
at the center of the plate, each as a function of appl ied load. The plate was 
assumed to have a maximum initial deflection of one-tenth the thickness of the 
plate and the shape of the deflections was taken in the form of a product of . 
two half sine waves. 
~n his treatment of the buckl ing behavior of rectangular plates with 
small initial curvatures, Yamaki(S) considered eight different kinds of boundary 
conditions ~cluding two different kinds of loading conditions and four differ-
ent kinds of support conditions. Concerning the loading conditions, the two 
opposite loaded edges were displaced uniformly in both cases. In one case, 
the unloaded edges were kept straight by a distribution of normal stresses 
the resultant of which was zero. In the other case, the unloaded edges were 
free of stress. Concerning the boundary conditions, the follow~ng four cases 
were treated: all edges simply supported; loaded edges simply supported, 
other edges ciamped; ioaded edges clamped, other edges simply supported and 
finally all edges clamped. The results of the calculations are presented in 
the form of tables of deflection coefficients for various magnitudes of load 
and for both initially plane plates and for plates with maximum initial 
deflections of O.02Sh and O.lh, where h is the thickness of the plate. 
Curves are also presented which relate maximum lateral web deflection, edge 
shortening and effective width to the imposed load. 
Hu(6) treats the problem of the effect of small deviations from 
flatness on' the effective width of buckled plates in pure compressiono One 
of HuQs conclusions is as follows: liThe effects of initial deviations from 
f!atness upon buckle growth and effective width of plates are most marked at 
stresses around the theoretical flat plate crit8cal stress; at stresses well 
above or below this theoretical stress, the behavior of a plate with initial 
devHatsons from flatness is very much the same as an initially perfectly 
flat piate .. 8S 
The aforementioned theoretical solutions are concerned with plates 
whoch are subjected to loadings which differ markedly from the loadings which 
are imposed on the web panels of plate girders.. Moreover 9 the solutions refer 
to either ~imply supported edges or clamped edges. In welded girders, the 
web plates are welded to the boundary members 9 i .. e., the flanges and the 
st!ffeners~ ~n the nesghborhood of the welds residual stresses are produced 
whach are of such an order of magnitude that the yield limit can be locally 
exceeded even when stresses in other parts of the web are relatively small .. 
!n genera1 9 thin web plates welded to stiff boundary members are considered 
to have clamped boundaries. However, tests(7) on such plates have shown high 
rates of increase in lateral web def1ection at loads which correspond to the 
theoretical critical load for an initia1ly flat plate with simp.ly supported 
edges.. ~t is apparent that the boundary conditions along the edges of web 
plates are not strictly defined. It must be assumed that the boundary 
condations vary from girder to girder and also that they may vary with the 
load on a given girder .. Furthermore, the solutions referred to consider 
only plates with very small initial deflections. It is expected that actual 
plate 9nrders wi 11 have larger initial deflections than are considered in 
9 
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the theoretical solutions. Consequently, the foregoing theoretical solutions 
are only of limited value for providing information on the buckling behavior of 
thin web girder panels. The solutions do provide information on the effect of 
clampeng at the boundaries on the rate of growth of lateral deflections. They 
also show the manner in which lateral deflections tend to increase with load 
for plates with small initial deflections. 
A theoretical study which is more closely related to the buckling of 
webs An plate girders was undertaken by Bergman. (8) Bergman solved the problem 
of an originally slightly curved plate with rigid supports subjected to shearing 
forces. The instial deflections of the plate were represented by the function 
w(x, y) = fa sin ~ sin !£i. 
a- a 
( 1) 
where 
a = length of side of square plate 
fO is a parameter 
and with the origin of coordinates taken at one of the corners of the plate. 
The additional deflection of the plate under load was taken as a Fourier series 
B n th ree terms, 
( ) f . ~x . ~ f . 2~x . 2~y + f . 3~x . 3~y w x,y = 1 sin a:- sin a- + 2 Sin --a:- sIn b- 3 Sin a sin b- (2) 
where fl' f29 and f3 are parameters. By means of the energy method, Bergman 
computed values of fl' f2' and f3 for the following values of the maximum 
Initial deflection fa: O.OSh, O.SOh, loOOh, 2.00h and 3.00h, where h is the 
thnckness of the plate. The results were presented in the form of curves which 
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show the relationship between load and maximum deflection at the center of the 
panel for the several values of the maximum initial web deflection fOe These 
curves are reproduced in Fig. 1. 
BergmanDs curves show that in all cases when the plate has initial 
deflectaons D additional deflections occur as soon as the load is applied to 
the plateo If the initial deflections are very small, the additional deflec-
tions due to load at small loads are also quite smallo When the load approaches 
the erotical load of a plane plate, the deflections increase very rapidly. The 
load=deflection curves are similar in appearance to the curves of a plane plate 
wh 8 eh show a pronounced stab i 1 i ty 1 imi t. However 3 if the in i t i a.l def lect ions 
of the plate are relatively large, the load-deflection curves are almost linear 
and a sudden change in the rate of increase of the deflections corresponding 
to the crotical load of a plane plate does not occur. Furthermore, the plates 
are deformed in such a manner that the total deflection surfaces» i .e:jt,;.Jn.i-tia-;\.:~ 
" ~. 
deflections plus additional deflections due to load, tend to assume the same 
shape as that obtained in the case of an originally plane plate at loads above 
the critical loado 
It is known that when the lateral deflections of a plate become large 
with respect to the thickness of the plate~ pure tensi Ie stresses referred to 
as membrane stresses are set up in the middle surface of the plateo These 
stresses are caused by the restraint imposed by the boundary members to which 
the edges of the plate are joined. When a plate deflects laterally, its edges 
tend to move towards one another due to purely geometrical causes. However, 
if the edges are attached to fairly rigid boundary members, such as the 
flanges of a plate girder, they cannot deflect freelyo The deflections of 
the edges of the plate are forced to be compatible with the deflections of the 
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supporting boundary members. In order to satisfy compatibil ity when the lateral 
deflections are no longer small in comparison with the thickness of the plate, 
1 
elongations in some cross-sections of the plate will be prod~ced. The membrane 
stresses correspond to the effect of th~ ~longations. The magnitude of the 
membrane stresses, which are anchored at the edges of the plate, vary over the 
surface of the plate. The variation depends on the magnitude of the deflec-
tions, the shape of the deflection surface and the rigidity of the boundary 
supports o 
The aforementioned information on the buck1 ing of plates with initial 
deflections reveals two factors which should have a marked influence on the 
fatigue behavior of thin web girders. These factors are the lateral web 
deflections ~nd the membrane stresses which result from the lateral web 
deflections. The lateral web deflections will cause.a flexing action of the 
web abou t the bounda ry members of the p~me 1 s with each repet i t i on of load. 
This~ flexing action will develop local ized stresses along the toes of the 
fillet welds which attach the boundary members to the web plates. It is 
expected that fatigue failures will initiate somewhere along the toe of the 
boundary fillet welds because of the stresses caused by the flexing action. 
The second factor is the tensile membrane stresses which are set up in the web 
when the lateral deflections become ~arge relative to the thickness of the 
web. The membrane stress~s are anchored at the boundaries of the web panel 
and are transmitted into the boundary members. In welded girders, the 
stresses are transferred to the boundary members through fillet welds. This 
stress transfer should have an effect which is analagous to the direct 
stressing of any fillet welded T-joint. It is expected that fatigue cracks 
may initiate as a result of the membrane stresses. 
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The effect that initial deflections will have on the fatigue behavior 
of then web girders will most probably be determsned by two factors. The one 
factor is the effect that the initial deflections have on the web flexing 
actoon at the panel boundaries. The other factor is the effect that the 
initial deflections will have on the membrane stresses which are anchored at 
the panel boundaries. The extent to which these factors will influence the 
fatigue behavior will depend on the magnitude of the initial deflections, the 
pattern of the initial deflections and the load cycle to which the girder 
8 s subj ectedo 
!n order to discuss the influence of the magnitude of initial deflec-
tions 9 let us consider two thin plates which are sim~lar in all respects with 
the single exception of the magnitude of the initial deflections. Both plates 
are subject~d to equal loads. Additional lateral deflections will occur in 
both plates. The plate with the larger initial deflections wi 11 develop greater 
membrane stresses than wi 11 the plate with the smaller initial deflections .. 
Since membrane stresses have a stabilizing anfluence on lateral deflections, 
the deflections due to load of the former plate will be less than the corre-
sponding deflections in the latter plate. Therefore~ the range of lateral 
def]ect6ons between any two given loads is inversely proportioned to the 
magnitude ·of the. initial web -deflections. If the range of lateral web deflec-
tions BS decreased, the flexing action of the web at the boundaries will also 
be decreased. Hence 9 this aspect of the fatigue behavior of girder panels 
55 enhanced by large initial deflections. However, the effect of initial 
deflections on the magnitude of the membrane stresses must also be considered. 
The magnatude of the membrane stresses at any given load vary directly with 
the s8ze of the initial deflectionso Higher membrane stresses could offset 
the beneficoal effect of the decrease in web flexing actiono 
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The initial deflection pattern of a web panel may be significantly 
different from the theoretical shape into which the web panel would buckle if 
fit were initially plane. If this is the case, the initial deflections wi 11 
cause the web to take up a deflected configuration which is different from the 
theoretncal configuration of an initially plane web. This alteration in the 
deflection configuration will result in a different distribution of membrane 
stresses an the web panel. The same alteration will also cause a difference 
in the intensity and distribution of web flexing action at the boundaries. 
S&nce web flexing and membrane stresses are expected to affect the fatigue 
behavior of thin web girders, the shape of the initial deflection pattern may 
also affect the fatigue strength by affecting both the web flexing action and 
the membrane stress distribution. It has already been pointed out that plates 
with small initial deflections of simple shape tend to deform so that the 
deflection surfaces assume the same shape as those obtained in the case of an 
originally plane plate at loads beyond the critical load. Consequently, 
sma~l initial deflections of simple shape will have little or no effect on the 
fatigue behavior of thin web girders in which the critical loads of the indi= 
vodual pane1s are exceeded in each cycle of loading. 
The effect of the initial deflections on the fatigue strength of 
thin web girders wi 11 also depend on the loading cycle to which the girders 
are subjected. For instance p it can be seen from Fig. 1 that if both the 
maxsmum and minimum loads of the loading cycle are well above the theoretical 
buckling load p web panels with a wide range of magnitudes of initial deflec-
tions behave s8.milarly with respect to lateral web deflections. However, if 
the loading cycle is a zero-to-tension cycle with the maximum load greater 
than the theoretical critical load, web panels with different magnitudes of 
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initial deflections can behave quite differently with respect to lateral 
deflections. 
In summary, it is evident that initial web deflections wi 11 have 
an effect on the fatigue behavior of thin web girderso Initial deflections 
are of importance because of their influence on the web fle~ing action and 
on the membrane stresses in the web. The effect is very comp·li~atedJ not 
~el1 defined, and varies from girder to girder with the fabrication procedures 
and type of load. 
It is of importance to know the magnitude of initial web deflections 
which can be expected in full size welded girders. With this information, a 
comparison can be made between the size of the initial deflections of the 
model girders with the size of similar deflections that can be expected to 
exist in full size girders. 
Two extensive series of tests on thin web welded girder panels have 
been reported in the literature. The details of the test panels and the 
maximum value of initial deflections are reported in Tables 1 and 2. One 
seraes of tests was conducted by Vast lund and ~ergman(7) in 1942 and 1943 at 
the Royal !nstitute of Technology in Stockholm. The other series of tests 
was conducted by Basler, Yen, Mueller and ThUrlimann at lehigh University(9) 
du·r·ing the period 1958 to 1961. The ratio of maximum initial deflection 
ampl!tude to web thickness for the various test panels varied from a minimum 
of 003 to a maximum of 3.2. The magnitude of the initial deflections reported 
in Table 1 vary directly with both the web depth to web thickness ratio and 
the aspect ratio of the web panel. The initial web deflections reported in 
Table 2 do not exhibit as good a correlation with a and d/t as do those in 
Table I. 
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~t must be considered that the girder panels described in Tables 1 
and 2 were carefu1ly prepared for laboratory tests. Some girders fabricated 
with normal shop care will have larger initial web deflections than the 
specimens in Tables 1 and 2. It is estimated that girders fabricated with 
web depth to web thickness ratios in the range of 250 to 320 may have initial 
web deflections which are as large as 2.5 times the thickness of the web. 
2.2 Effect of Flange Stiffness 
The development of membrane stresses in buckled plates with rigid 
boundary members has been noted in section 2.1. These membrane stresses are 
anchored at the boundaries of ,the plate. If the supporting boundary members 
are not onfinitely rigid, they will deflect toward one another when acted upon 
by the membrane stresses. This behavior wi 11 result in an increase in the 
magnitude of lateral,deflections of the plate. It has been stated that the 
fatigue behavior of web panels will be influenced by the magnitude of the 
lateral plate deflections. Hence, it follows that the rigidity of the flanges 
of a web panel of a plate girder wi 11 influence the fatigue behavior of 
the girder. 
In the theory of the pure diagonal tension field as developed by 
Wagner(l) it is assumed that the plate which constitutes the web of a girder 
has no bending stiffness. Under the action of shearing forces, the web forms 
a large number of narrow and shallow folds inclined at an angle to the flanges. 
The state of stress in the sheet is pure tension in the direction of the 
folds. Under these conditions, Wagner showed that the tensi le stress in the 
web decreases with an increase nn rigidity of the flanges. The tensi Ie 
stress in the w~b was given by Wagner as 
(3) 
where a = tensile stress in web 
5 = shear force on web 
d = depth of beam 
t = thickness of web 
C2 = stress concentration factor which depends on the flexibi lity 
of the flanges. 
WagnerU s values of C2 are presented in Fig. 2. It was also shown that the 
secondary bending moments in the flanges decrease as flange thickness is 
increased. The secondary moments are caused by the vertical component of 
the diagonal tension and are expressed as follows: 
where H = secondary flange bending moment 
k = 1/12 over uprights and 1/24 midway between uprights 
m 
C1 = factor which depends on flange flexibility 
b = stiffener spacing. 
Values of C1 from Wagner1s paper are reproduced in Fig. 2. 
Practical experience showed that, in many cases, the theory of 
pure diagonal tension was too conservative. In order to overcome this con-
servatism, Kuhn(2) formulated his theory of the incompletely developed plane 
diagonal tension field. Kuhn understood that as the shear force on a beam 
web is increased beyond the buckling load, the compressive stresses which 
correspond to the shear do not vanish suddenly and completely. Some c~-
pressive stresses continue to exist and this diagonal compression combines 
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with part of the diagonal tension into a shear stress. The imposed shear force 
is resisted partly by pure shear action and partly by diagonal tension action. 
As the shear force increases, the relative importance of the compressive 
stresses decreases and the state of pure diagonal tension is approached, but 
never reached. Even with this different understanding ~f the action of webs 
of shear girders, Kuhn retained Wagner1s expression for the tension stress in 
the web. Furthermore, his expression for secondary bending moments in the 
flanges was very simi lar to the expression which was presented by Wagner. In 
two tests whach Kuhn conducted, it was discovered that the secondary moments 
were higher between the uprights than at the uprightso This behavior was 
explained by the stiffening effect of the web on the flange in the corners of 
the panels. A single moment coefficient, k = 0 .. 10, was chosen 'to represent 
m 
the maximum secondary bending moments in the flanges.. It was understood that 
these moments occur between the stiffeners but that the moments over the 
stiffeners may sometimes be practical,ly as large as the maximum moments. Kuhn 
also 'substituted SOT' the portion of the she~r that is carried by diagonal 
tension action, for S which appears in Wagner1s equation for secondary flange 
bending moments. 
Legett(lO) noticed that the test results obtained by Kuhn suggested 
that the variation in maximum flange bending moment was small over a wi-de 
range of flange stiffnesses. He felt that th~s observation was important 
enough to warrant theoretical confirmation. It is very difficult to do this 
for the general case in which the shear in the web is not necessari ly far 
removed from its buckling value .. Therefore, Legett set out to obtain a 
theoretical check for the limiting case in which the web is highly buckled 
and is acting as a Wagner tension field.. By means of the energy method, 
relationships between flange stiffness and maximum flange bending moment 
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were developed. legett concluded that throughout the practical range of flange 
stiffnesses, the variation in the maximum flange bending moment is small. 
The three foregoing investigators were working in the aircraft indus-
try when they developed their theories of shear girder action. The theories 
were developed for girders with much thinner webs than those which are provided 
for civil engineering girders. Consequently, the results cannot be appl ied 
directly to civil engineering structures. However, it is reasonable to conclude 
that the flange stiffness may have an effect on the magnitude and distribution 
of memb rane stresses in the girder web. In girder s with very th i n webs subj ec ted 
to shear, an increase in flange stiffness results in a decrease in the magnitude 
of membrane stresses. It is felt that this may be true, but to a lesser degree, 
in civil engineering girders. Hence,· following the reasoning of Section 2.1 of 
this report, the flange stiffness may influence the fatigue behavior of girders 
by influencing the magnitude of the membrane stresses in the webs. 
It is not expected that the secondary bending moments in the flanges 
will be significant in civil engtneering g1rders. 
Bergman{S) attempted to determine to some extent the effect of flexi-
ble boundary members. To this end, he solved the problem of an originally plane 
square plate with elastic supports and subjected to shear. In the problem 
considered, the boundary conditions are dependent not only on the change in 
angle between the 1 ines connecting the corners of the plate, but also on the 
elastic deformations of the supports of the plate. These deformations occur 
in the plane of the plate and are caused by the membrane stresses. Bergman 
chose to express the deflections of the four elastic supports by a simple 
sine function. This function was zero at the corners of the plate and took 
on its maximum value mid-way between the corners. 
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Results are presented for the two limiting cases in which the ratios of ' the 
flexural rigidity of the supports, fl, to the flexural rigidity of the plate. 
Db, are zero and infinity respectively. The results are reproduced in Fig. 3. 
When snterpreting these results, it must be considered that Bergman stipulated 
a compatibi lity condition for the edges of the plate so that the supports 
force the edges of the buckled plate to take the form of a half sine wave. 
This condition cannot hold true in the case of a rigorous solution for a plate 
wnth supports which have no flexural rigidity. Therefore, it is doubtful 
that BergmanDs results can be applied to those cases when an actual plate 
has supports of very low stiffness in relation to the web stiffness. 
An experimental investigation conducted by K. C. Rockey(11) on light 
alloy girders and shear panels indicates that the effect of flange stiffness 
on ]ateral web deflections may be more pronounced than is indicated by BergmanBs 
theoretical solution. Rockey found that the depth of the buckles which are 
formed in the web are dependent upon the load ratio W/W
cr 
and the flange stiff-
ness parameter I/b3 t where 
W = actual load on web panel 
W = theoretical buck1ing load of web panel 
cr 
= moment of inertia of flange about its own centroidal axis, in.4 
b = stiffener spacing, in. 
t = thickness of web, in. 
RockeyDs experimentally determined relationship between these three variables 
is given nn Figo 4. The curves show that for a given load ratio, W/W ,a 
cr 
reduction in flange stiffness below a given value (marked by a circle on the 
curves) results in a rapid increase in the lateral deflection of the web plate. 
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In summary, theoretical and experimental investigations show that the 
stiffness of the flanges may have two important effects on the behavior of the 
panels of thin web girders. Flange stiffness can affect the magnitude and 
distrsbutaon of membrane stresses in the web panel. It can also affect the 
magnitude of lateral web deflections. 80th membrane stresses and lateral web 
deflections are expected to influence the fatigue behavior of thin web girders. 
Therefore, flange stiffness is a1so expected to influence the fatigue behavior 
of thin web girders. 
203 Effect of Vertical Stiffener Rigidity 
.Theoretical and experimental work has shown that the static behavior 
of webs of plate girders is dependent upon the rigidity of the intermediate 
vertical web stiffeners. For this reason, it seems reasonable to expect that 
the fatigue behavior of girders might also be dependent upon the rigidity of 
the intermediate vertical stiffeners. In order to better understand the manner" 
in which the static behavior of girders is influenced by the stiffeners and 
how the fatigue behavior might be related to the static behavior a review of 
previous theoretical and experimental work has been carried outo 
Host of the theoretical investigations reported in the literature, 
which deal w~th the effect of vertical stiffeners, are concerned with the 
effect of stiffener size and spacing on the buckling coefficients of ideal 
plate=staffener combinations. 'No solutions are available for plate-stiffener 
combinations in which there are initial imperfectionso Two different types of 
plate=stiffener combinations have received a great deal of attention in 
the literatureo 
One type of plate-stiffener combination which has been considered 
is one in which the stiffeners are quite weak but closely spaced. It is 
assumed that the stiffeners stiffen the plate in one direction but have no 
effect on the stiffness in the direction normal to the stiffeners. The 
problem thus reduces to the study of the buckling of an orthotropic plate. 
The stnffeners remain straight up to the buckling load and then buckle with 
the plate. Solutions to this type of prob1em have been provided by 
Schmeiden g (12) Seydel(13) and Wang. (14) The relationship between buckling 
coefficient and stiffener stiffness which was obtained by Wang(14) is 
reproduced in Fig. 5 .. The above described behavior is not representative 
of the behavior of webs of civil engineering girders. In such girders, the 
staffeners are usually quite rigid. Moreover, they are not necessar,i:ly 
closely spaced. Consequently, the results of the orthotropic plate type of 
solutoon are of no value to the investigation described herein. 
!n the other type of plate-stiffener combination that has received 
theoretical attention, the webs are stiffened by strong stiffeners which are 
not necessarily closely spaced .. Concerning this problem, Timoshenko(15) and 
Way(16) used the energy method to derive an approximate solution for simply 
supported finite rectangular plates with one or two transverse stiffeners. 
The plates were subjected to shear. Because of the choice of deflection 
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functQon~ both investigators we~~ .. ~b.~~~to show that by increasing the flexural 
rig!dity of the stiffeners, a stage would be reached when the stiffener would 
remain straight after the plate had buckled~ thus forming a nodal line. The 
min!mum flexural rigidity which stiffeners should possess if they are to 
remain straight and supply panels with simple pinned boundary supports was 
calculated. These results are reproduced in Fig. 5. Wang(14) extended 
TimoshenkoOs theory to plates reinforced by any number of transverse stiffeners 
and for infinitely long plates. 
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Stein and Frahlich(17) presented a theoretical solution for the 
critical shear stress of an infinitely long simply supported flat plate with 
identical, equally spaced transverse stiffeners. The stiffeners were considered 
to have zero torsional rigidfity. In this paper, a study was made of the effect 
of the cho~ce of deflection expression on the magnitude of the buckling 
coefficients that are derived from the energy solution. The study showed 
that an improper choice of deflection expression will lead to buckling loads 
well above the true minimum value. By taking the boundary condition such that 
plate and stiffener deflection must be equal and by choosing the proper 
deflectgon function$ Stein and Frahlich(17) arrived at accurate relatjonships 
between the buckling coefficient and stiffener rigidity for three different 
stiffener spacings. The relationship for a girder with panels of aspect 
ratao 2 is reproduced in Figo 50 The points of discontinuity in the curve 
represent changes in the buckle pattern. Included in the same figure are 
values of buckling coefficients that were computed by Timoshenko. (15) The 
solutnon of Stein and Frahlich(17) showed that the earlier theoretscal work 
of Timoshenko(15) and Way(16) overestimated the value of the critical shear 
stress coefficient obtained for stiffeners of intermediate rigodity and under-
estnmated this coefficient for fairly rigid stiffenerso 
Kleeman(18) and Cook and Rockey(19) solved the problem of the buckling 
of both clamped and simply supported infinitely long rectangular plates with 
stiffeners of considerable torsional rigidityo The plates were subjected to 
shear. The solutions show that the effect of the torsional rigidity of open 
sectgon stiffeners is small enough to be neglectedo However, the torsional 
rsgidity of closed section stiffeners results in a significant increase in the 
buckling coefficiento Cook and Rockey1s curve for a plate with double sided 
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. \ 
stiffeners of semi=circular cross-section and simply supported edges is given 
~n Fig. 5. The effect of the tors~onal rigidity on the magnitude of the 
buckling coeff~cient as immediately evident from the comparison with the Stein 
and Frah~och(17) results. 
The condutions to which platec:lstiffener combinations are subjected 
in we!ded plate girders are markedly dnfferent from those assumed in theo-
retieal s01utions. The boundaries of the Kndivndual web panels are neither 
clamped nor snmply supported. The indnvidual panels are subjected to bending 
as weI! as shear stress and buckle lnto patterns which are much dnfferent 
from those assumed in theoretical solutions. The web and stiffeners have 
def]ectDons under zero load which are due to residual welding stresses and 
p]ate omperfectnon. ConsequentlY9 there are no prono~nced stabs lnty limits 
b~t def]ectoons increase slowly as the load us increased. ~t has been 
necessary to conduct experimental investigations an order to correlate the 
a~tual behavnor of girders wnth the theoretica~ly predncted behavior. 
Only a few experimental investngatnons have been concerned w~th 
the effect of stnffener dimensions on the stabi]oty of web plates of girders. 
~n 1942 8 Hoore(20) reported on tests of two aluminum alloy girders. He was 
unab]e to obtain values of the experimental buckling load and resorted to 
determinnng test loads corresponding to an arbntrary constant val~e of web 
or stnffener deflectaon. Hoore produced the empernca1 desngn form~1a 
(5) 
where E = YoungOs modu~us of elastucity 
~ 5 = reqQJnred f~exllJral rigodnty of staffeuners 
D = flexural rogidaty of unit width of web panel 
b = st~ffeneti spacnng 
d = c1ear depth between flangeso 
Staffeners provijdong the value of is requHred by Eqo (5) snsure that at loads 
correspondfing to the theoretical buckling !oads for panels with partia1ly 
(50 per cent) clamped edges 9 the web p~ate and staffener deflectnons wall be 
smal10 Scott and Weber(2]) reported on tests of stiffened panels which were 
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subjected to ~omboned compressoon and shearo They conc!uded that an effective 
stnffener requBlies a f!exura~ r09idaty greater than that predicted by the 
theolieto~a] so~utijon of Tsmoshenkoo (~5) ~n an extensi~e program of research 
condu~ted on plate gorders~ Sparkes(22) fO~U1d that ~ertDca] stnffeners having 
a f]ex~ra] rBgodnty equa] to twnce Timoshenkoos theoretncal value fa~led to 
dovode the web plate onto separate pane!so 
Ko Co Rockey(23) conducted a comprehensove seroes of tests on 
st!ffened web plates subjected to shearo The tests were conducted on bolted 
caref~~]y constructed g~rder5 of hHgh strength a~uminum al]oyo Very well 
defuned ~tab~]~ty lnmnts were realszedo Altogether» 220 different plate 
stsffener comb~nat8ons were tested of whnch 125 Qnvolved snngle sided stiff= 
enerso ~t was shown that there os a certann ]~mfiting value of stiffener 
rogildoty abo¥e WODen an oncrease ~n stBffener rogodity had !ittle effect on 
the magnfitude of the bucklnng stress of the web panelo Rockey der~ved 
empfirfica] re~at!O~Sh8PS between the va1ue of the lamntsng stoffener rigidDty 
and the aspect ratDo of the paneto Dofferent formu]ae were presented for 
snng]e and dowble sIded stoffenerso ~n Fnge 6~ RockeyOs formula for double 
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50ded stuffenelis ~5 presented in graph~cal form along wnth HooreOs empirical 
foum~]a (Eqo 5) s rijmoshenkoo~(15) theoretocal re5~lts and two results obtained 
by Stein and frahlocho(17) ~t can be seen in th~s f~9~re that experimenters 
su~h as Rockey and Moore found that stHffener r~god~toes greater than the 
theoretnca] ~a~~es of Tomoshenko(15) are requored for adequate web behavior 
~t can be stated that both theoretical and experimental investi-
gators ha~e fe]t that the ma~n purpose of vertacal stiffeners is to divide 
the web of a plate gorder nnto a n~mber of pane]so ~n thus waY8 the resist~ 
ance to buck~ong of each of the ondovndual panels can be made greater than 
the buck]ong resostance of the unstijffened webo Thns purpose ijs most 
effect!ve!y accomp!oshed by stnffeners whijch rema~n absolutely straight and 
comp]eteiy o£olate adjacent pane]so When the stoffeners remain straight and 
the web panels b~ck]eD the web def!ects laterally ~n the center of the panel 
b~t uemanns straognt at the stnffened boundaroeso Thos behavoor causes the 
web to t~ex abo~t the 5toffenero ~oweverv on act~al 9Hrders the stnffeners 
have inijtial deflections which cause the stiffeners to def]ect with the we~D 
b~t to a lesser extent tha~ the webo The amount of web flexnng aetnon at 
,the stiffened boundaroe5 wn]~ be re~ated to the amount that the web deflects 
relatnve to the stoffenero 
When the stoffener deflects !ateral]yv ot anso al]ows some of the 
membrane st~e£s in one adjacent pane] to be transferred to the other adjacent 
pane]o Co~~equentlYD the amount of membrane stress that 65 transferred 
thro~gh the stoffener welds onto the stfiffener wo]] be related to the magni= 
t~de of the latera] stoffener deflectnonso 
The magnitude of the lateral deflections of a vertical stiffener 
is related to the relative flexural rigidity of the stiffener and web panel. 
Consequently, the intensity of web flexinQ action and the amount of membrane 
stress transferred through the stiffener welds is dependent upon the relati~e 
stiffener rigidity. Hence, the fatigue behavior should also be influenced 
by this same stiffener rigidity. 
2.4 A Quai itative Analysis of the Fatigue of Webs Subjected t~ Shear 
A qual itative analysis of the behavior under load of ideal shear 
web panels reveals the manner in which this type of structural element c~n 
be expected to fail in fatigue. At the beginning of loading, the web carries 
the load in pure shear. The principal stresses are oriented at an anqle of 
45 deg. with the horizontal and are equal throughout the middle surface of 
the web. As the shear load is increased past the theoretical buckl ing load 
of the panel, the compressive stresses cause the web to buckle. The 
longitudinal axes cf the buckles are perpendicular to the compressive 
stresses. As the load is further increased, the web continues to buckle 
and the compressive stresses increase only a small amount. However, the 
principal tensile stresses in the neighborhood of the buckle increase 
rapidly with increase in load. The magnitude of the tensile stresses is a 
maximum at the crests of the buckles. 
~~n~erninQ the pattprn into which the web buckles, a web which 
is nearly square in shape will deflect into one large diaQonal buckle which 
extends from one corner of the panel to the diagonally opposite corner. 
A contour plot of ~ fictitious shear web which has bucklpd in this manner 
is given in Fig. 7a. If the depth to width ratio of the panel is increased, 
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the bucklnng pattern will change from one consisting of one buckle to one 
consistong of two buckles. A buckle in the upper portion of the web wnll 
or~g8nate in one of the panel corners with its axis oriented at an angle of 
45 dego wBth the horizontalo A buckle in the lower portion of the web will 
or~g!nate In the diagonally opposite corner to that on which the upper 
b~ckle oroginateso The axis of this latter buckle wi1 1 be parallel to the 
axis of the upper buckle. A contour plot of a fictitious shear web which 
has buck!ed in this manner is shown in Figo 7bo As the depth to width ratio 
of the panel os increased, more and more buckles will form until the number 
of buckles becomes infinite in an infinitely long plateo In all cases, the 
d~agonal tension stresses are oriented parallel to the lon9itud~nal axis 
of the buckleso 
Shear webs which have initial deflectoons of small magnntude and 
simp]e pattern will behave in a manner very snmi Jar to that descrobed aboveo 
The one major dnfference will be the absence of a stability limnt in the 
shear webs wnth initial deflectionso It is impossible to predict the 
behavBor of shear webs with inn teal deflections of large magnitude and 
comp!Hcated pattern. The behavior will be dependent upon the type of 
nnitnal deflectionso 
Wnth an understanding of the behavior of web panels subjected to 
shears it can be predicted where fatigue failures may initiate. ~n panels 
whfich form only one daagonal buckle p the failures will most probably occur 
Hn the corners of the panel through which the longitudonal axis of the 
buckle passeso The magnitude of the membrane stresses which are anchored 
at the boundaries of the web panel woll be a maximum in these cornerso 
~t has already been explained how membrane stresses such as the diagonal 
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tension stress will initiate fatigue failures along the toes of the boundary 
fillet welds. 
~t is not anticipated that the maximum flexing action of the web 
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will occur at the aforementioned failure locations. The flanges and stiffeners 
should minimize the lateral web deflections in the corners of the web panel. 
Hence, it is felt that there will not be a great deal of flexing action at 
these locations. 
In shear panels which deflect into two or more buckles, the failures 
will probably occur along the toe of the vertical stiffener fil 1et welds. 
The failures will most probably initiate at the points where the longitudinal 
axes of the web buckles intersect the toe of the fillet welds. The diagonal 
tension stresses which are anchored at the panel boundary should be a maximum 
at these locations. Furthermore, since maximum web deflections occur at the 
crests of the buckles, it is also expected that the aforementioned locations 
will also be the position of maximum web flexing action. 
2.5 A Qual itative Analysis of the Fatigue of Web Panels Subjected 
to Shear and Moment 
A qual itative analysis of ideal thin web girder panels which are 
subjected to shear and moment stresses reveals the manner in which this type 
of girder panel can be expected to fail in fatigue. At the beginning of 
loading, the web resists the load by pure beam action. Figure 8 has been 
prepared to show the magnitude and orientation of the principal compressive 
stresses in a particulat Web panel which resists the appTied loads by pur~ 
beam action. The web panel, which has an aspect ratio of 2, is subjected to 
a constant flexJral stress of 17 ksi and a constant shear stress of 10.7 ksi. 
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This panel is identical both in geometry and loading to the test panels of the 
series of girders in which the effect of stiffener rsgidKty IS to be studiedo 
The width of the heavy dark 1 ines is proportional to the magnitude of the 
principal compressive stresso The dlrecteon of the 1 ines gives the orientation 
of the same stresso As the load IS increased, the theoretIcal buckl ing load 
is exceeded and the compressive stresses cause the web to buckleo The web 
buckles first where the compressive stresses are max!mum~ soeo, fin the ~pper 
portaon of the webo As the load is further increased 9 the web contnnues to 
deflect laterally and the shape of the buckle becomes elongated in a dijrectson 
which as perpendicular to the principal compressive stresseso The princspal 
tensile stresses in the region of the buckle increase rapidly as the load is 
sncreased and are a maximum at the crest of the buckle the oreentation of 
which wol1 depend on the ratio of flexural stress to shear stresso As thBs 
ratno IS Kncreased 9 the slope of the crest of the buckle will be decreasedo 
~f the aspect ratio of the web panel 8S sufficiently large, another 
buckle will form en the lower portaon of the webo The princIpal compressive 
stresses In this part of the web are diminished by the tensile bendfing 
stresseso Hence~ the buckle which well form In the lower part of the web 
will be smaller than the buckle whsch develops !n the upper part of the webo 
Moreover, the daagonal tensile stress which is associated with the lower 
buckle w!11 be smaller than the corresponding stress whsch is assocsated wnth 
the upper buckleo A contour plot of the anticip~ted buckl ing pattern of the 
web panel of Figo 8 8S given in Figo 90 
~t is now possible to .predict where fatigue failures wi] 1 most 
1 ikely occur nn web panels which are subjected to combined shear and bend.freg o 
It is felt that fatigue cracks will originate along the toe of the vert1ca~ 
stiffener fillet welds at the locatnon where the longitudinal axis of the 
upper web buckle intersects the toe of the fi l1et we1do Faa lures wi ~1 
in~tiate at this location for exact,ly the same reasons as were given for 
shear webs which develop more than one web buckleo The probable fai lure 
location 85 illustrated graphically nn fn90 90 
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3. SCALING PARAMETERS 
A welded plate girder consists of three basic components~ flange, 
web and stiffeners. The web is considered and designed as the primary shear 
resisting element while the flange is considered and designed as the primary 
moment resisting element. The stiffeners divide the girder into a series of 
web panels for which the two flanges and two adjacent stiffeners act as 
supporting boundary members. The behavior of a girder, when subjected to load, 
is determined by the behavior of the individual panels of the girder. The 
behavior of the individual panel is determined by the relative rigidities of 
the three girder components, and these rigidities are evaluated in terms of 
the geometrical properties of the individual components. In order for the 
buckl ing behavior to be comparable the same relations between the properties 
must be maintained in both the model and prototype. Hence, the behavior of 
girders should be related to a set of non-dimensional parameters which take 
into account the properties of the various girder components. 
Theoretical buckl ing solutions of the problem of a shear panel 
with elastic edge members have shown that the behavior of the panels depends 
on two dimensionless parameters o The formulation of these parameters has 
been different in the various solutions which have been presented in the 
literature. However, as will be shown in the following discussion, the 
different formulation used are all essentially the same. Bergman (7) used 
the parameters (t/a)2 and ~/bt3 in his solution of a single shear panel where 
t = thickness of web, in. 
a = clear depth of web between flanges in. 
b = stiffener spacing, in. 
= moment of inertia of flange about its horizontal 
·d 1 . . 4 centrol a aXIS, Ins. 
. (10) 2 legett used the parameters A/tb, b/a and lib A in his solution of a web 
spar subjected to shear where t, a, b, ~ are as defined above and 
A = area of stiffener, in. 2 
~n the tests to determine the effect of flange thickness that are reported 
herein, the stiffener size and spacing are held constanto Consequently, 
the area of the stiffener can be expessed in the form of a proportion of 
the area of the web on a horizontal plane between stiffeners, or A = Ctb 
where C is the appropriate constanto This form reduces Legett1s parameters 
to C, b/a and J/Cb3t or, since C is a const~nt, to b/a and ~/b3t. If 
BergmanBs parameters are multipl ied by the dimensionless ratio (t/b)2 the 
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same parameters b/a and ~/b t result. 
Tests(8} have shown that the in-plane web stresses cause the 
flanges of a thin web plate girder to move together in the postbuckl ing 
range of loading o It is ant!~ipated that this movement will be significant 
in determining the fatigue behavior of thin web girders o The portion of 
the flange between two adjacent stiffeners must act as a beam with unknpwn 
end restraints 10aded by an unknown distributed loado This load arises' from 
the in-plane web stresseso By elementary beam theory, the deflection of 
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such a beam is proportional to Wb /E~ where W is the total load on the beam. 
Since E is the same for all steels and W is a function of the web thickness 
and the membrane stresses the lateral deflection of the flanges is a function 
of the parameter b3t/~ or the inverse ~/b3to 
~n view of the foregoing it was concluded that the effect of 
flange size on the fatigue strength of thin web girders would be related 
to the parameter I /b 3 t. ~ n order to test th is hypothes is, a ser i es of 
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fatigue tests was conducted in which the value of 1/b3t was varied from 
-5 -5 2.58 x 10 to 159 x 10 . The lower value represents a much more flexible 
flange than would normally be used in plate girder design. The upper value 
represents a much stiffer flange than would normally be used in plate girder 
design. By conducting tests over a wide range of ~/b3t values, it was 
intended to show the relationship between ~/b3t and fatigue behavior over 
the whole practical range of relative flange rigidities. 
The static requirements of vertical stiffeners are twofold. 
First, it is necessary that there be sufficient rigidity so that the stiff-
eners remain straight up to the ultimate load of the girder. Second, there 
must be sufficient strength so that the stiffeners act as vertical com-
pression members in an incompletely developed diagonal tension field. 
~nsofar as the stiffeners are concerned the fatigue strength of thin web 
girders will be influenced only by the rigidity of the vertical stiffeners 
since it is anticipated that the axial stresses in the vertical stiffeners 
will be small at working loads. 
Theoret i cal sol ut ions (14~ 15:; 16 ,'17) have shown that the effect of 
stiffeners on the behavior of girders can be related to the ratio of the 
rigidity of the vertical stiffeners to the flexural rigidity of the web 
panel. This ratio is described by the parameter 
where 
E~s 
Db 
E = YoungBs modulus of elasticity 
Is = Moment of inertia of the vertical stiffener or stiffeners 
about a horizontal axis in the central plane of the web 
D = Flexural rigidity of unit width of web plate, Et3/l2(1-~2) 
b = Stiffener spacing. 
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When the value of this parameter exceeds a certain minimum value, girders 
which are similar except for vertical stiffening will behave in a similar 
manner up to the theoretical buckl ing load of its web panels. As an 
extrapolation of this result, it seems logical that there should be a 
minimum value of vertical stiffener rigidity which should cause the same 
girders to act in a similar manner up to the ultimate load. The above 
considerations led to the conclusion that if vertical stiffeners were to 
have any effect on the fatigue strength of thin web girders, this effect 
would most probably be related to the ratio of E~s/Db. It is this 
parameter which has been chosen to scale the stiffener size of thin web 
plate girders. 
The final girder element which must be scaled is the web. The 
webs of plate girders are described by the parameters a and ~ where 
a = bfa, the aspect ratio of a web panel. 
~ = d/t, the ratio of web depth to web thickness. 
These parameters are dimensionless ratios which provide a basis for the 
scal ing of the web panels. 
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4. TEST SPECIMENS 
4.1 Girders with Various Flange Sizes Subjected to Shear 
The shear girders were fabricated with a single central test panel 
having a dlt ratio of 267 and an aspect ratio of 1.33. The dlt value of 
267 was also used in two fatigue tests of full size gIrders which were 
conducted at Lehigh University. With the avai.iable web material having a 
thickness of .075 in., the depth and width of the test panel were set at 
20 in. and 15 in. respective1yo The two panels which flanked the test panel 
were fabricated with aspect ratios of only 003 in order to be stronger than 
the test panel (See Fig. 10). The double sided st~ffeners were cut from 
2 in. by 1/8 in. bar stock. it was felt that these stiffeners would provide 
a stiffness well in excess of any msnimum requirement and would not unduly 
Influence the fatigue 1 ives of the g!rders. The flange width was set at 
5 in. and the flange thickness was yarned from 1/4 in. to 1 in. in incre .. 
ments of 1/8 in.» except that no tests were conducted on specimens with a 
flange thickness of 7/8 ino 
4.2 Girders with Various Flange Sizes Subiectedto Shear and Moment 
The girders with varying flange sizes which were subjected to both 
shear and bending were fabricated with two adjacent test panels (See Fig. 11). 
A dlt ratio of 267 and an aspect ratio of 0,75 were chosen since these were 
the values that were used in the flange th~ckness tests on the shear girders. 
With a web thickness of 1/16 in., the web depth was set at 16 5/8 in. and 
the stiffener spacing at 12 1/2 ino ~t was desired to vary the flange 
stiffness from specimen to specimen without chang3ng the flexural stress. 
Since the shear stress requirements dictated the same test load for all 
specimens, it was necessary to decrease the flange width as the f1ange 
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thickness was increasedo ~n accordance with the above requirements, the 
fa! lowing flange sizes were used on the test specnmens~ 4 3/8 in. by 1/4 in., 
2 7/8 i no by 3/8 in 0, 2 1/8 ! n 0 by 1/2 in 0, 1 5/8 ! n. by 5/8 in., 1 3/8 in. by 
3/4 in., 1 in. by 1 ino The stiffeners were chosen to compJy to the AISC 
bu!ldijng specifacation requirements for thin web girders o 
4.3 Girders with Various Stiffener Sizes Subiected to Shear and Moment 
The stiffener test girders were fabricated with three adjacent test 
panels which were stiffened by two sets of double sided test stiffeners. A 
d/t ratio of 320 was chosen for the test panels since 320 is the highest 
value that the specifications allow for m~ld steel girders o This decision 
f~xed the depth of the web at 20 Ino The results of the tests on the first 
series of shear girders indicated that !t was desirable to use an 1/b3t value 
whach was at least as great asp and preferably greater than~ the value 
proposed by Ko Co Rockey as derived from his ~tatic tests on shear panels. 
~t was also desirable to ma~ntain a reasonable flange width !n~view of 
fabricataon considerations. Once a flange thftckness was chosen, its width 
was governed by the required bending stresso ~n order to subject the panels 
to the maximum allowable stress condit~ons$ it was decided to 1 inearly reduce 
the width of the flange in the directson of decreasingmom~nt in order that 
both the bending and shear stress would be constant over the length of the 
test paneiso The above considerations led to the use of a 1/2 Ino thick 
flange which was tapered in WIdth from 405 ino to 2 ano over the length of 
the test sectiono After the flange thickness had been chosen, the desired 
value of I/b3t put an upper 1 imit on the allowable stiffener spacingo A 
stiffener spacing of 10 ino was chosen 0 Consequently, the test section was 
30 lno long and consisted of three adjacent panels with a d/t ratio of 320 
and an aspect ratio of 005 (See Figo 12)0 
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50 MATER~AlS 9 FABR~ CAT~ ION AND lEST PROCEDURE 
50] Mater6als 
Three different types of materia!s were used on the fabrication of 
the te$t girders anc!udfing two dofferent web maternals and one flange materialo 
The webs of the shear girders woth varynng flange thockness were taken from 
6 by 10 fto plates of 00747 ino thijck A366=5ST commercaal quality cold rolled 
carbon sheet steelo The webs of the remaonBng gorders were taken from 
2 by 12 fto plates of 00625 ino thock A24SQ61T f]at rol1ed carbon steel sheets 
of structural qualityo The flanges of the gorders were flame cu.t from 
6 by 12 fto plates of A373=54T steel p~ateso The physBcal properties of 
the web materials are gaven sn Table 30 
502 Fabrocation Procedures 
The test specomens were formed by bo]tnng st~rdy gnrder secteons 
to each end of a short thin web test specomeno The test loads were applied 
to the end sect nons and were transmBtted to the test section through the 
bolted connectionso This method of fabrDcatnon e]umBnated the possnbility 
of fao~ures dllJe to concentrated stresses at the load and reacteon points and 
also el~m~nated the need for a comp~o~ated ]ateraH support systemo 
Three dafferent fabrocatnon proced~res were ~sed for the three 
dnfferent serHes of testso ~n a~] ca~eSD fabracatnon was begun by clamping 
the flanges and web ~n theor proper re!ato~e PO$Dt~on$ Hn posfttfioning standso 
The stands allow the specamen to be rotated free~y so that al~ welding can 
be done Gn the downhand posatoono The gorder components are then tack welded 
to ho1d them ~n place during the we~dDng of the 5pe~omeno 
The welding procedure for the thre~ test seroes is shown in Figo 130 
The procedure 8S a back=steppong type with short passes used to balance the 
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heat Bnp~t as much as possob]eo As soon as 5uffocnent weld passes are 
deposited to attach the f]ange to the web past the point where a vertical 
stsffener AS to be attached~ that vertHcal staffener is welded into place. 
rhns stfiffener then provodes addotio~a] support for the web whi Ie fabrication 
IS contDn~edo 
The shear 9ijrders woth the varyong flange thHcknesses were fabri-
cated !onger than the required test lengtho Stoffeners were welded to the 
web near the ends of the beam to preve~t ~xc~sso~e b~ck]8ng of the ends of 
the web which results from res!d~al welding stresseso The garders were cut 
to length by removnng the end portoonso Thos procedure resulted in a flat 
end web section nn which holes co~]d be drol]ed to effect a web spliceo 
The girders woth the varyong f!ange sDze~ whoch were subjected to 
shear and bendnn9~ were fabracated to the Gorrect test uengtho This pro-
ced~re dod not result 8n as satfisfactouy a spe~omen as dad the procedure 
~sed fin fabrocatong the shear 90rderso 
Two] ono thick ~otd ro]]ea plate~ were clamped between the 
rotat~ng stands to form a solid base to which the st~ffener test girders 
could be clamped d~rijng weldnngc The girders were placed between the cold 
ro]led p~ates woth each f~ange c]amped to the plate a]o~9 ots entere lengtho 
Double soded heavyst!ffeners were welded to the f]anges and web at both 
e~ds of the 9nrdero The 9Brder was the~ weided ~50ng the we~dnng sequence 
shown on fft90 ~30 The purpose of the co~d ro]]ed bars and heavy end 
stnffeners was to provide solid bo~ndary members to he]p keep the web 
plane d~r~ng we!dingo The specimens were fijnan~y c~t to length and the 
no]es were drol]ed to recesve the sp]nce bo!tso 
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5.3 Test Procedures 
After the specimens were placed in the 250 9 000 lbv Wi lson lever-type 
fatigue machines, web deflection measurements were taken before the specimen 
was subjected to any load. ~n thos report 9 these deflections are called 
initial web deflections. These deflection measurements were made by means 
of a jig which could be attached to the 96rder and p~aced in a vertical plane. 
This jig allowed a dial gauge to be slftd over the surface of the web in order 
to measure the distance from the p!ane of the j 8g to the ~eb over a specified 
grid. After the specimen had undergone a few thousand cycles of loading, 
the deflections of the web were measured when the web was under load. 
The test load for the shear girders was determined by computing 
the allowable shear stress from the new AuSC bui ldilng specifications and 
ussng this value as the maximum test shearo A stress ratio of one-quarter 
was chosen for the loading cyc1eo The nom~~al~y computed shear stress ranged 
from 207 ksi to 10.8ksi dur~ng each loadijng cycleo 
!n choosBng the ,ioadong cycBe for the flange t.hickness tests for 
which the web panels were subjected to both shear and bending, it was anti-
cipated that bridge specificat~ons for thin web girders might be very similar 
to the present A~SC bui Iding specificatnons with the exception that the 
allowable stresses would be reduced by 2/13 for shear stresses and 2/20 for 
flexural stresses. Furthermore. ~t was dec~ded that a reasonable factor of 
safety agannst failure by fatigue 8S 10330 un vcew of this reasoning, it was 
decided to subject the test specimen to 1033 times the anticipated allowable 
thin web girder stresses of future bridge specifications. As in the case 
of the shear girders, the 10adsng cycle was chosen as one-quarter load to 
full load. The shear stress was constant across the two test panels at a 
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nominal maximum value of 10.9 ksio The flexural stress varied from zero at 
the outside edge of one test panel to a nomana! va!ue of 14 ksi at the 
outside edge of the adjacent test panel. 
Since the fatigue live"s measured in the above flange size shear 
and bending tests were very short» it was decided to use a reduced test load 
in the stiffener tests. As in the case of the shear girders, the allowable 
stresses of the new AISC bUB lding code were chosen to dictate the maximum 
test loado Again, a stress ratio of one~quarter was used to determine the 
loading cycleo The test section consisted of three adjacent panels which 
were subjected to a constant shear stress and a consta~t flexural stress. 
The nomsnal maximum shear and bending stresses were 1007 ksi and 16.2 ksi, 
respectnvelyo 
Measurements of strasn were made on some of the girderso In the 
shear girders v a strain rosette was placed on enther side of the test panel 
at the geometric center of the panelo Measurements of strain were taken at 
equal increments of load from zero to the maxomum test loado In the stiffener 
tests 9 measurements of stiffener strain were made at mid-height of the 
stiffener at loads up to the test loado After the specimen failed in fatigue, 
the crack was welded and the girder was tested to its ultimate loado !n 
some specimens, the stiffener strains were obtaHned up to the ultimate load. 
~n addition p strain rosettes were placed at two locations on the upper part" 
of the web of one of the specimens sn an attempt to determine the approximate 
magnitude and direction of the diagonal tensile stress. 
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60 TEST RESULTS 
601 Girders with Various Flange SIzes Subjected to Shear 
The results pertinent to the static behavior of shear panels with 
varyong flange sizes are given on Table 40 Two different patterns of snitsal 
web deflect~on were observed 0 The two patterns are illustrated in Faga 16 
where the unitftal web deflection contour plots for girders FT-3 and FT-4 are 
presenteda Of the girders 1 isted in Table 4~ garders FT-3 and FT-9 were the 
only specimens to exhibit an Init!al web deflection pattern sImilar to that 
shown !n Figo 16 for FT-30 The other girders, FT-l, FT-2, FT-4, FT-6 and 
°FT-l0. all exhibited anitial" web deflection patterns similar to that of FT-4o 
The locatoons of the maximum values of initial web deflectnons reported in 
Table 4 occurred at the apexes of the buckles in the central portion of 
the webo 
Several interesting aspects of the web deflection patterns under 
maxnmum load were observedo ~n general 8 the pattern was domgnated by a long 
thin central buckle as shown in Figo 170 The crest of the buckle formed an 
angle of 45 deg o with the horizontal 0 The ampl itude of the central buckle 
decreased as the flange thockness was increasedo The central buckle was 
flanked by two buckles which were 180 dego out of phase weth the central 
buckleo ~n the girders w~th the low values of l/b3t~ the flanking buckles 
were also long and thino As the value of l/b3t was increased, the flanking 
buckles tended to become less deep in magnitude and more rounded in shapeo 
This change an web deflections was a gradual one weth the exception of the 
girders with the 1/2 ino thick fla"ngeso In girder FT~93 the central and 
flanking buckles were of equal ampl a tude wIth the ampl itude of the central 
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buckle being somewhat smaller than would be expected on the basis of the results 
of the other girdersa The web of girder FT-3 exhibited only two buckles which 
were of equal magnitude but opposite phase o The web contour plots of girders 
FT-9 and FT-3 are shown in Figa 180 In the web of girder FT-6, five buckles 
were formed as shown in Figa 190 
The stresses given in Table 4 were computed from strains measured at 
the centers of the web panels with a strain gage rosetteo The manner in which 
the maximum principal tensile stress varied with load is shown in Figo 200 
The permanent deformation recorded in Tab1e 4 is the amount of 
permanent vertical set that one end of the panel experienced with respect to 
the other endo This permanent set was a result of the yielding of the flanges 
at the corners of the web panel in which the central diagonal buckle was 
anchoredo 
The results pertinent to the fatigue behav80r of shear panels with 
varying flange thickness are given in Table 5 and Figo 140 The locations of 
failure in the various girders are shown in Figo 150 The maximum range of web 
deflection never occurred along the boundary members, but always in the central 
portion of the web pane) 0 These ranges are provided to gave an indication of 
the amount of breathing that occurred during the cycl Be fatigue loading o 
602 Girders with Various Flange Sizes Subjected to Shear and Moment 
Test results for girders with various flange sizes which were 
subjected to both shear and moment are given an Table 60 The 1 ife of 9srder 
FTSB-l is not reported since it is not known when failure occurredo This 
girder was first checked at 100,000 cycles and had completely failed by that 
timeo Furthermore, the 1 ives of girders FTSB-2 and FTSB-3 had to be estimatedo 
For purposes of comparison 9 failure was defined as the number of repetitions 
of load at which the fatigue crack had reached a length of 3 in. The cracks in 
girders FTSB-2 and FTSB-3 were 5 in. long when they were first discovered. At 
that time, girder FTSB-2 had been subjected to 60,000 repetitions of load and 
girder FTSB-3 had undergone 52,000 repetitions of load. Crack growth data 
from specimens subsequently tested made it possible to estimate the number of 
cycles at which the cracks would have been 3 in. long. Fatigue 1 ives are 
related to the flange thickness parameter in Fig. 21. 
Maximum values of initial lateral web deflection, web deflections 
at maximum test load and the range of deflections during loading are given 
in Table 60 The patterns of initial web deflection are shown in Fig. 22. 
~t can be seen that the residual welding stresses caused the webs to deflect 
into either two or three distinct buckleso In the cases in which two buckles 
were formed, (e.g., panel 1 of FTSB-4) the buckles were located nearly 
sy~metrical1y with respect to the horizontal centerl ine of the panel and the 
ampl itudes of the two buckles were approximately equal. in cases where three 
buckles formed, the central buckle was very large and dominated the whole 
deflection pattern o This central buckle was flanked by two small buckles 
which were located near the flanges of the girder. The one notable exception 
to this pattern is panel 2 of girder FTSB-3. The web deflection patterns at 
maximum test load are presented in Fig. 23. in bo.th Figso 2~ and 23, the 
values of the ratios of buckle amp1 itude to web thickness are given for the 
individual buckles. locations of the fatague failures in the various specimens 
are also shown in Figo 230 
The approximate relative magnitudes of web flexing action along the 
stiffeners at which failure occurred are given in Fig. 240 This figure was 
layed out in the following mannero The lateral deflections of the stiffeners 
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at horizontal grid 1 ines were subtracted from the corresponding lateral deflec-
tions of the web one inch away from the centerl ine of the stiffener9 These 
differences in deflection were plotted horizontally, in the proper relative 
locations, from a vertical base 1 ineo The base 1 ine represents the length of 
the stfiffenero The horizontal distance from the curved 1 ine to the base 1 ine 
is approximately proportional to the ang1e through which the web flexed with 
each repetition of load. The areas in which the fatigue failures initiated 
and propagated are darkened in Figo 240 
603 Girders With Various Stiffener Sizes 
To study the effect of variatoons in stiffener size five specimens 
were fabricated so that a range of values of E~s/Db was covered. All girders 
were subjected to identical loading condatnons so that the effect of stiffener 
size can be evaluated on the basis of the fatigue 1 iveso Results of tests on 
girders with various stiffener sizes are given in Tables 7 and 80 Table 7 
contains the fatigue 1 ives and the statac ult8mate loads obtained by tests 
for the several specimens o The fatigue 1 Dves are presented graphically as a 
function of the stiffener rigidity in Fego 250 The ultimate capacity of the 
girders was 1 imited by the latera1 buck1 ing of the upper flange. In the 
static tests no yielded areas were visible in the web when the ultimate load 
was reached 0 
Table 8 contains maximum values of lateral web deflections. The 
maximum onatial deflection in the fabricated girders prior to any load 
appl ication, the maximum deflection at full fatigue test load and the maximum 
range of deflection during the fatigue test are reported. The individual 
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values presented occurred at different locations within the panel 0 The patterns 
of deflecteon corresponding to the maxsmum values gIven in Table 8 are 
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presented in Fogs. 26 and 27., Actual failure locations are also shown in that 
fngure. These sketches give a general nndication of the location of 'some of 
the ~aximum web deflection values whsch appear in Table 80 
The effect of the relatBve magnitude of web flexing action along 
the steffeners and'the relation between this effect and the failure location 
was studied in a manner identical to that discussed in Section 6.2. Figure 28, 
whach shows the magnitude of the web flexing and the location of failure, is 
\ 
,co.mparable to Fig. 24. It will be noted that there is ,good agreement Qetween 
the failure location and the point of maxomum web flexing action. 
Strain measurements at mid-height of the stiffeners showed that in 
all cases 3 the stiffeners carried a compress8ve force at the gage locations. 
~n girders VST8-10 and VST8-16, strain measurements indicated a nearly uniform 
value of compressive strain across the width of the stiffeners. In girders 
VST16-8, VST8-4 and VST8-6, the width of the stiffeners permitted the 
appl Bcatson of only one gage on each sode of each stiffener. Consequently, 
the average compressive strains at any ioad were computed by taking the average 
value of all of the strain readsngs taken from a particular pair of stiffeners 
at the particular load. Figure 29 shows the average stiffener strains as a 
function of the appJ sed 1oado ~n order to compute a stiffener load, a 
uniaxial state of stress was assumed to exist 6n the staffener and the average 
compressive strains were multapl oed by Young8s modulus of elasticity, E, and 
the area of the stiffenero Fsgure 30 9nves the computed stiffener forces as 
a function of appl ied 1oado 
The stiffener strain measurements a1so indicated a variable amount 
of bending in the stiffeners at mid-height of the girder in a plane perpen-
dicular to the p1ane of the webo ~n order to compare the amount of bending 
in the different sized stiffeners j the average compressive strain was computed 
for one of the stiffeners of a partacular pair of stiffeners and this average 
strain was subtracted from the average compressive strain of the pair of 
stfiffeners» as presented in Figo 29. This procedure is base~ on the assumption 
that the neutral axis of a st~ffener paar was 10cated,Ojn the central plane of 
the web. The computed bending strains are plotted as a function of appl ied 
load in Fig. 310 
Stiffener deflections were measured at equal increments of load from 
zero to load values near the ultimate load. Values of stiffener deflection 
at the ult1~ate loads could not be measured because the excessive deflection 
of the girqer caused the deflection measurang jog to bindo The maximum 
values of stiffener deflection are given in Figo 320 These maximum values 
always occurred at, or near, the mid~height of the stiffener. 
Strain measurements were also taken from two pairs of strain gage 
rosettes located on the web of girder VST8-6. Figure 33 shows the location 
of the gages wath respect to the crest of the dom!nant web buckle which 
developed during the ultimate load test of the girder. The stresses shown 
in Figo 33 were computed fromOstrain measurements which were taken during 
two separate tests. The stresses whach correspond to loads equal to or less 
than the maximum fatigue test load were computed from strain measurements 
which were taken after the girder had undergone 19,000 cycles of loading. 
The stresses which correspond to loads greater than the maximum-fatigue 
test load were computed from strain measurements taken during the ultimate 
load test of the gsrder. The actual stresses are compared with theoretical 
stresses which were computed with the assumptaons that the web was initially 
plane and resisted the appl ied load by pure beam actiono 
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7. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
7.1 Girders with Various Flange Si~es Subjected to Shear 
70101 Flange Rigidity Effect on Static Behav!or 
7010101 . Flange Effect on Web Deflectionso The results of these 
tests indicate that the maximum value of web deflection that a shear pane1 will 
experience under a given load is dependent upon, among other things, the 
rigidity of the girder flange o The measured maximum web deflection to web 
thickness ratios are plotted as a function of flange rigidity in Fig. 34. 
Also included in this figure are results of the same nature obtained by 
Ko Co Rockey from tests on small bolted aluminum alloy girders with initially 
plane webso 
The measured maximum web deflection of the tests described herein 
bear a consistent relationship with flange rigidity except for the girders 
with the 1/2 ino thick flangeso ~t has already been noted that these two 
girders contained initi.al web deflection patterns which were significantly 
~ifferent from the other girderso ~t as felt that the web deflections under 
. , 
maximum load for girders FT-3 and FT-9 would have been larger if the initial 
web deflection pattern for these girders had been similar to the other girders. 
It does seem, then, that initial web deflectuons do have an effect on the 
web behavior of thin web shear girders under static loado In view of this, 
the results for the gjrders with the 1/2 ino thick flanges have been ignored 
in the drawing of the curve of Figo 340 ~t is thought that the curve that 
has been drawn represents the worst behavior to be expected from shear 
panels with initial web deflectionso FIgure 34 shows that fQr small flange 
rigidities, very deep web buckles were formed in the shear girders when 
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loaded above the theoretical critical load. However, as the flange rigidity 
was increased, the depth of the web buckles decreased until at a flange 
thickness of about 3/4 in., the buckle depth reached a minimum-value which was 
not affected by further increase in flange thicknesso Evidently, a 3/4 in. 
thickness provides a criti~al flange stiffness for the shear girder tests 
described in this report o 
The results of the shear girder tests reported herein agree in many 
ways with the previously mentioned test results obtained by Rockey •. The 
,. 
relationship bet\,!een th~ maximum web deflections and l/b3t closely parallels 
that obtained by Rockey 0 The effect of the initial web deflections was to 
displace the curve upward from RockeyDs curve for'shear girders with initiaiiy 
pl an,e webs. The difference between the horizontal portions of the two curves 
of'Figo 34 is about 1.4 times the web thickness. On the basis of Bergman's 
theoretical work on the effect of initsal curvatures on the buckl ing of she.ar 
,webs with rigid boundaries, a difference of about 103 times the web thickness 
would be expected between the horizontal portions of the two curves in Fig. 34. 
Also, Rockey was able to carry out sufficient tests to establ ish a re1ation-
~ i p between cr it i ca 1 fl ange, th i ckness and W/Wcr 0 Th is' reI at i onsh i pis 
presented in Fig. 4. It can be 
obtained from the present tests agrees very closely with that obtained by 
Rockey 0 On this basis, it seems reasonable to apply Rockey's relationship 
between critical flange rigidity and W!W to the welded shear girder tests 
cr . 
of this report. 
70101.2 Flange Effect on Stresses at Center of Web. The flange 
rlgidity did not have any significant effect on the stress condition at the 
center of the shear paneLso The principal stresses computed from the strain 
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measurements are 1 isted in Table 40 it can be seen that there is no significant 
trend in principal tensile stress magnBtude as the flange thickness was increased. 
However, there was a two-fold increase in the computed principal compressive 
stresses as the flange thickness was increased from 3/16 ino to l-ino This 
increase would indicate that more of the load was carried by "pure shear" in 
the girders with thick flanges than in the girders with thin flanges. 
The strain measurements which were made in the upper corner of FT-2 
indacated the presence of a diagonal tension stress which was sl ightly greater 
than the principal tensile stress measured at the center of the webo These 
measurements showed that there is a large diagonal tension stress anchored 
in the two d.iagonal1y opposite corners of the girder panel 0 
Without a very large number of strain measurements, it is impossible 
to draw any firm conclusions as to the stress distribution in the web of a 
thin web gordero The location of the strain rosettes in these tests placed 
the gauge on or very near the crest of the central diagonal buckle with the 
diagonal rosette gauge very closely al igned with the longitudinal axis of the 
buckleo For this reason, it is felt that the gages give a good measure of the 
degree of development of the diagonal tension fields in the girdero If the 
girder loads had been carried by pure shear action alone, the theoretical 
principal tensile and compressive stresses at the center of the web would 
have been ± 11,000 psio If the garder loads had been carried by pure diagonal 
tension, the tensile stress at the center of the web would have been about 
22,000 psi 0 The measured principal tensile stresses were of the order of 
20,000 psi and the measured principal compressive stresses were of the order 
of -5,000 psio These stress measurements andicate that the diagonal tension 
field was quite highly developedo 
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70102 Flange Rigidity Effect on Fatigue Behavaor 
7010201 Flange Effect on Fle'xing Act80n of Webo The flexing action 
5.~ .... , _ 
. "!' .,' 
of the web about the boundary members of the test panels sho.wed no sagnificant 
-'-"10<0, 
trend as the flange rigidity was changedo The flexing action was most intense' 
at the ends of the central and flanking buckles and dftd not signif!cantly differ 
in magnitude between the various locationso D~fferences in the fatigue 1 rYes 
of the shear girders cannot be explained in terms of the intensity and pattern 
of the f1exing action of the webo It can only be said that flexing action will 
occur 6n shear girders when loaded cycl ically in the postbuckl ing range and that 
this flexing action will undoubtedly manifest itself in a reduction of fatigue 
1 i fe 0 
7010202 Flange Effect on Fatigue lifeo The fatigue 1 ife of the 
shear girders showed a deffinite increase with increase in flange rugadfityo 
This conclusion 8S most effectively illustrated by the plot in Flgo 14 which 
relates fatigue 1 ife to ~/b3to There was no abrupt change sn fatigue behavHor' 
of the girders at any given flange ragidityo This observation leads to the 
conclusion that the results are best represented by a smooth curveo Since 
there were no sndicatsons that a curve of any particular shape would best 
represent the results 9 the most simple curve has been chosen and the test 
results are represented in Figo 14 by a straight 1 ineo It IS felt that !n 
these tests~ a flange thickness of 1-ino provBded s for all practical purposes 9 
an infanitely stiff boundary member and that an increase in flange thickness 
above 1-ino would not have s!gnifscantly increased fatigue 1 ifeo This treat-
ment 8S analogous to that of breaking the S-N curve~ for structural joints at 
2,OOO~OOO cycleso Of course~ further tests should be conducted to verify 
this procedure but until such tests are completed~ it is felt that the 
appl 8catson of these test results to full size structures would be on the safe 
side if such an upper 1 lmit of fatfigue 1 ife is acceptedo 
The scatter of the results is comparable to that obtained from many 
fatigue t~sting programs which have been reported in the 1 iteratureo However, 
the fategue 1 lfe of girder FT-9 does represent a significant difference from 
the other resultso Since the dsfference was in the form of a very long fatigue 
1 ife, it has been chosen to ignore thss result in drawing the curve of Fig. 14 
since this constitutes an error on the safe sideo 
The measurements which were made in the shear girder tests described 
hereKn do not make it possible to attribute the increase in fatigue 1 ife with 
increase in flange rigrdi"ty to any specific reasono However t since the 
f'lexBng action of the web about the stiffeners dBd not vary significantly 
from girder to girder and sBnce the weldeng and fabrication techniques were 
the same for al1 girders, it is felt that the difference in stress conditions 
along the stiffener welds played a major part Hn imparting the different 
fatsgue 1 Dves to the girderso ~t has already been stated that the theory of 
partial diagonal tension leads to the conclus8on that the magnitude of the 
diagonal tension stress in shear panels decreases with an increase in flange 
rigidity. If this is the case in these garders p the decrease in diagonal 
tension stress with increase !n flange ragidity. wou1d serve to explain the 
ancrease in fatigue 1 iveso However~ it 6S difficult to make measurements 
to substantiate this theorYQ 
70103 Comparison of Actual BehaVior with Predicted Behavior~ A com-
parison of actual behavior with the behavior predicted from qual itative con-
siderataons shows good agreemento The web did tend to buckle in one large 
diagonal buckle from corner to corner of the test panel Q A large diagonal 
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tension stress was measuredo Furthermore, the girders actually failed at the 
predicted locationso 
702 Girders With Various Flange Sizes Subjected to Shear and Moment 
70201 ~nitial Deflectionso Relatsve to the thickness of the web, the 
anltlal deflecteo'ns in the scale model girders were larger than the initial 
deflections that would be expected to occur in full s6ze girders. This 
problem arises from the weldsng of the model girderso Due to the smal1 size 
of the component parts, there 85 insufficient matersal to dissipate the heat 
generated by the welding o Hence, the ressdual welding stresses cause more 
extensave buckl ing in members of small sizeo This problem can be overcome 
only by reducing and local izsng the heat input due to welding in small 
garderso For the tests descrlbed hereon, equipment was not available to 
accompi ish this reduction and local 8zationo The result was relatively large 
initsal web deflectionso 
The initial deflections snfluenced both the magnitude and pattern 
of web deflections that were caused by the test loadso A compa~ison of the 
8notial deflection patterns in Figo 22 w8th the corresponding' de.flection' 
patterns at full test load in Fi~o 23 reveals that the effect ,of the load 
was simply to distort the buckles which were initially in the webo 'This 
distortion changed the slope of the longitudinal axes of the buckles- but 
dad not greatly affect the magnitude of the ampl etudes of most of the buckles. 
The initial deflections also had an important influence on the 
determination of the location of maximum web flexing action at the stiffeners. 
This position was always situated between the web buckles rather than at the 
ends of these buckleso It has been pointed out In Section 201 that the 
magnitude of deflections due to load are inversely proportional to the 
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magnitude of the initiaf deflectionso- Snnce the amp] itude of the initial 
buckles was large, .nd ~~ncethe load simply distorted these buckles rather 
than producing new buckles, the deflections due to load at the crests of the 
web buckles were smal1 0 In this way~ the anitial defl"ections forced the 
10cataons of maximum web flexing act~on to occur between the buckles rather 
than at the ends of the buckleso 
70202 Web Flexing Actiono A consistent relationship between web 
flexing action and failure location can be noted in Figo 240 The failures 
initiated at the location of the maximum 8ntensity of web flexing actiono 
There is a st~ong correlation between the maximum measured intensity of web 
flexftng action and fatigue 1 ife for girders FTSB-l, FTSB-2, FTSB-4 and 
FTSB-5o For these girders, the fatigue 1 afe was proportional to the maximum 
intensity of web flexing actiono However~ gBrder FTSB-6 does not fit into 
the foregoing corre1ationo ~n thus 9srder9 the web flexing intensity was 
greater and the fatigue 1 !fe was longer than would have been predicted from 
the trend establ ished by the othe(girderso 
The foregoing observations, ,ed to the conclusion that_web flexing 
action does playa significant role in the development of fatigue failures 
of thin web gsrders which are subjected to-shear and bendingo, Further 
just!fHcataon of this conclUSion as provided by the types of failure 
notoced an gsrders FTSB-5 and FTSB-6o The cracks 8nitiated on the side 
of the web in which tension stresses were caused by the flexing actiono 
The cracks grew to-over an inch in length before they propagated through 
the thickness of the web and became visible on the compression sideo _ How-
ever~ the results of girder FTSB-6 indicate that there are factors other 
than web flexing action (eogo membrane stresses) which have an effect on 
the fatigue 1 Bves of the girders o 
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70203 Flange Rigidity Effect on Fatigue Lifeo There was a significant 
increase 8n fatigue 1 ife as the flange ragBdaty of the test girders was 
increasedo This conclusion is s11ustrated in Figo 210 No conclusion can be 
drawn as to what the effect of f1ange rigidsty would be outside of the range 
of ra9adlt!es that were testedo 
In compl icated specimens of the type that were tested, it is 
impossible to determine exactly the causes of failure and the extent to which 
each cause contributes to failureo It has been shown that web flexing action 
was one on the factors contributing to the failureo It is thought that 
membrane stress is another factor which contributed to failure. Although 
no measurements of membrane stress were carried out, the failure of girder 
FTSB-3 provides evidence that membrane stresses did exist and did influence 
the failure of the girderso ThiS partocular failure fol lowed the toe of 
the stiffener fillet weld until it reached the end of the central web 
buckleo ~t then branched out into the web and propagated in a direction 
that was approximately perpendicular to the l~ngitudinal axis of the buckle 
(see Fi go 23) 0' Previ'ous tests (24) have shown that cracks of thi,s nature 
-tend to propagate perpendicularly to the principal tensile stress in the 
webo Hence, tensi1e membrane stresses wh&ch were oriented approximately 
parallel to the crests of the web buck1es must have existed in the webs of 
the test panelso 
No data were obtained in these tests which cleariy show.the 
mechanasm by whach the flange rigidity affected the fatigue 1 ives of the 
girder50 ~n Chapter 2, it was stated that the flange rigidity would- affect 
fatigue 1 ife by affecting both the intensity of web flexing action and 
the magnetude of the membrane stresso in thBS series of tests, it was 
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impossible to separate entirely the effects of flange rigidity and initial 
deflections on the flexing action of the web at the stiffenerso Furthermore, 
no measurements of web stress were madeo Therefore, the exact details of 
the indivadual effects ·which added up to the total ,flange rigidity effect is 
not known 0 However, at has been shown that the fatigue 1 ives were dependent 
on f1ange rigidity and that the fatigue 1 Bveswere related to web flexing 
actaon and membrane stress. It is concluded that the flange rigidity 
affected the fatigue 1 ives of thIs test series by influencing both the web 
flexing action at the stiffeners and the membrane stresses in the web. 
7.204 Comparison of Actual and Predicted Behavior. There were several 
differences between the actual behavior of thes series of girders and the 
behavior that was predicted in Chapter 20 Notwithstanding these differences, 
the failures occurred in much the same manner as was predicted from the 
consideration of ideal web panels. Figure 35 illustrates the principal 
compressive stresses in an ideal web panel (initially plane panel which 
--does .notbuckle)~ The panel is subjected to the maximum test stresses to 
which the test girders were subjectedo It can be predicted from this 
figure (with the same reasoning as was used in Chapter 2) that the compressive 
stresses in the upper-part of the web well cause a buckle to form. The 
longitudinal axis of the buckle should 1 ie in the neighborhood of the dashed 
1 ine of Figo 350 A secondary smaller buckle will probably form in the 
bottom part of the webo The resulting buckl ing pattern would be similar to 
that shown in Fig. 90 The maximum web flexing effect and maximum membrane 
stress effect with respect to fatigue behavior should occur along the 
stiffener at the end of the buckle in the upper part of the web. 
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Because of the initial deflections$ many differences were noted 
between actual and predicted behavioro In general ~ the web did not buckle 
into the predicted pattern because of the large initial buckles in the web. 
However, with the exception that the buckles in the bottom part of the web 
were much larger than predicted, the deflection pattern under full load of 
panel 1 of FTSB-2, panel 2 of FTSB-4 and both panels of FTSB-5 were quite 
similar to the predicted buck) ing patterno Because the web buckles were 
preformed, the maximum web flexing action did not occur at the end of the 
buckles but between two adjacent buckleso One indication of the existence 
of a membrane stress (the faelure of FTSB-3) led to the conclusion that a 
diagonal tension stress which was similar to the predicted diagonal ten~~ori­
stresses, actually existed in the web panelso 
70205 Analysis of F1ange Rig8dijty Requirementso The major behavioral 
difference between this series of tests and the tests of shear girders with 
various flange sizes was in the effect of flange rigidity on the magnitude 
of lateral web deflectionso 
The results of the shear girder tests revealed a critical flange 
rigidityo For rigidities above this critical vaiue 9 the magnitudes of 
lateral web deflections -at any particular load were independent of flange 
stiffnesso However, if flange rigidity is reduced below the critical value, 
the lateral web deflections of the web plate start to increase rapidly at 
any particular 10ado The value of critical f1ange rigidity that was deter-
mined in this investigation agreed quite closely with a similar value 
obtained by Ko Co Rockey from tests on shear panelso 
The tests of girders with various flange sizes which were subjected 
to shear and bending did not reveal a critical flange rigidityo This was so 
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even though the shearing stress to which the test panels were subjected was 
equal to the shearing stress in the test panels of the shear girders o If a 
critical flange rigidity does exist for girders subjected to shear and moment, 
it fal!s outside the range of flange rigidities that were studied. Apparently 
the phenomenon of critical flange rigid.ity for girders subjected to shear is 
different from that for girders subjected to shear and bendingo 
The secondary bending moments in the flanges of the shear girders 
were largeo it has been stated sn the 1 iterature(2~10) that the magnitudes 
of secondary flange 'bending moments in post buckled shear panels with 
extremely thin webs are small enough to be neglectedo Neither the results 
f h o 0 0 0 R k I 0 o. (11) h O tt t o t as anvest!gataon nor oc ey s anvestlgatlon support t IS S a emen 
in the case of civil engineering type thin web garderso The secondary 
bend~ng moments in the shear girders wBth flange rigidities below the critical 
value (wath the single exception of girder FT-9) were sufficiently large to 
cause yfieldong of the flanges over the staffenerso The yielding of the 
flanges al !owed large shearang deformations to occur and resulted in large 
lateral web deflectionso It has been noted that there was no evidence of 
flange yielding in glrder FT-9 in which the web buckl ing pattern was similar 
to the 98 rders whi ch were subj ected to shear and moment 0 Furthermore, there 
was no evidence of flange yielding in the girders which were subjected to 
shear and bendingo Hence, static flange rsgidaty requirements depend on the 
type of load to which the girder is subjected and the manner in which the 
web buckles and resists the 10ado For girder panels which are loaded such 
that they buckle into one large dHagonal buckle 9 the secondary flange 
bending moments will be large and rigid flanges will be requiredo For 
gsrder panels which are subjected to combined shear and bending or which 
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are forced to buckle into a pattern which &s similar to the buckl ing pattern 
for girders under comb&ned shear and bendijng 9 the flange rigidity requirements 
are less severeo 
On the basis of the results of thas onvestigation and the results of 
Rockey s works (11) a t IS recommended that 98 rders whsch are primaril y shear 
resistant members be provided with a value of the flange rigidity parameter, 
~/b3t~ which is equal to or greater than minimum values proposed by Rockey .. 
These mBnemum values are given by the formula 
val id over the range 1 ~ WW < 4 
cro 
(6) 
From the point of view of fatigue 1 afe, a higher minimum value for l/b3t than 
that given by Eqo (6) might be conslderedo However, even the minimum value 
above requires ~/b3t values which are greater than those which have been 
provftded for many welded girders designed !n the pasto Furthermore, girders 
wsth ~/b3t val'ues greater than the values of Eqo (6) will probably behave in 
a sim~lan manner so that reasonably constant values of fategue 1 ife will 
be provodedo 
From the point of view of statHc behavior, this investigation 
andicates that no 1 imitation need be placed on flange rigidities for girders 
which are primarily moment res~stant memberso However, for girders which 
are subjected to cycl ic loads, the fatigue 1 !ves can be increased by 
increasing flange r~gidityo ~t is recommended that the value of the flange 
rngadety parameter be kept above the msnimum values prescribed by Eqo (6) 
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for all than web glrders s be they subjected to shear alone or to shear combined 
weth bending o 
~t should be noted that the most effective way to Increase the value 
of the flange rigidity parameter is to decrease the stsffener spac5ng bo 
Consequently» the requirements for minimum values of I/b3t can be regarded 
as a lfimit on vertical stiffener spacing as well as a 1 amst on flange s!zeo 
703 Girders wIth Various Stiffener Sizes 
70301 Web Behavior 
7030101 ~nitia] Deflectionso Relative to the saze of the girder, 
the magnitudes of initial web deflections in the model girders with the more 
rIgid stfiffeners (VST8-6 9 VST8-10, VST8-16) were comparable to the magnijtudes 
of instfial deflections that might be expected to occur in ful1 $~ze garderso 
~t has been stated in Chapter 2 that the snitial deflectIons 8n full size 
gsrders can be expected to be as large as 205 times the thickness of the webo 
The magnitudes of the initial deflections 6n VST8-6~ VST8-10 and VST8~16 
were less than the above stated valueo However» the initial deflections 
became larger as the stiffener rigIdity was decreased and reached a maximum 
value of 304 times the thickness of the web In girder VST16-8o 
The initial webdeflectaon patterns anfluenced the lateral 
def1ect~on of the web that occurred when the g!rder was loadedo A compar-
ison of Figso 26 and 27 shows that the effect of adding load to the g~rder~ 
was to dKstort and change the amp) stude of the buckles which were Bnitlal1y 
~n the webo The distortion took the form of a change in slope of the 
longitudinal axis of the Bnitial web buckleso The change nn amp1 Btude 
occurred mainly !n the compression zone of the web where the amp} itudes of 
the inutaal buckles were lncreased by the addition of loado 
The initial deflection pattern had very 1 ittle effect on the web 
configuration as the ultimate load of the girder was approached. The web 
configuration at this point was completely dominated by a large buckle in the 
upper part of the web. The crests of the buckles formed an angle of approxi-
mately 40 deg. with the horizontal and sloped from one of the upper corners 
of the panel 0 in view of the above described behavior, it is concluded that 
the effect of initial deflections on the deflection pattern of the web at 
any particular load is dependent upon the magnitude of the 16ad. 
703.1.2 Web Strain Measurements. The web strain measurements 
whach were made at the center of 9arder VST8-6 show that the girders resisted 
the appl led load by partial dIagonal tension actIon. Even at the lowest 
loads j F!go 33 shows that the experImental pr~ncipal tensile stress both at 
the center of the web and near the stiffeners was larger than the theoretical 
principal tensile stress. The experumental pij!nc~pal compressive stress at 
the center of the web was always sma]ler than the theoret!cal principal 
compress;ve stress. These observation~ are both characteristic of partial 
\ 
diagonal tension action. 
!t is felt that the prBncopal compressive stresses which were 
measured adjacent to the stiffener were strongly !nfiuenced by the compressive 
force in the stiffener (see Figo 30)0 The vertical compressive load in the 
stiffeners set up vertical compressive stresses in the str~ps of web adjacent 
to the stiffeners. Hence, the principal compressnve stresses adjacent to the 
stfiffeners were larger than the theoretically computed compressive stresses 
at the same locationo 
The principal tensile stress wnijch was measured at the stiffener was 
not as large as the principal tensale stress which was measured at the center 
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of the web panel 0 it os concluded that this behavior is due to the effect of 
the stEffenerso The stiffeners tend to m,nilmize the lateral web deflections 
en the adjacent areas of the webo As a result, tensile membrane stresses do 
not tend to build up in one location as they do at the crests of the web 
buckles in the center of the webo Hence, the maximum value of membrane stress 
IS lower at the stiffened boundaries of the panel 0 The more rigid the 
stfiffener, the more pronounced wIll be this effecto The foregoing effect 
combaned with the lower maximum gntensnty of web fleXing action was probably 
sufficient to cause the increase in fatigue 1 ife that was noted in girder. 
'1 
The theoretical orientataon of the principal tensile stress was 
58 deg o wr,th respect to the horBzontal 0 The crest of the dominant web 
budd e i rtJ the upper part of the web 'was or! ented at an angl e of 41 deg 0 wi th 
respect to the horizontal 0 The direction of the principal tensile stress 
var[ed gradually from an angle of 55 dego below the horozontal at a load of 
20 per cent of the maximum test load to an angle of 46 deg o below the 
horizontal at a load of 90 per cent of the ultimate loado Lt can be seen 
that the or~entation of the experijmental prh'!c~pcd tensale stress was very 
nearly the same as the theoretical orIentatIon at low loads but gradually 
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approached the orientation of the domnnant web buckle as the load was increased. 
7030103 Effect of St~ffe~er Size on Web Deflectionso The stiff-
ener silze had a distinct effect on the magnatude of the initial web deflec-
tions in the various girders o The data in Table 6 shows that the maximum 
magnitudes of initial web deflections were inverse1y proportional to stiffener 
SQzeo ~t is felt that this type of behavior w!11 be typical for all girders. 
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The stiffener size had very 1 !ttle effect on the web deflections at 
max~mum test loadc There was only a 10 per cent decrease in the maximum 
magnitude of web deflection at full test load as the stiffener size was 
increased from 1/8 inc by 1/2 !no to 1/8 ano by 2 !no ~n the other girder 
VST]6-8~ the stiffeners buckled before the maximum test load was reachedo 
70302 Stiffener Behavior 
703.201 Lateral Deflections of Stiffenerso The lateral deflec-
tions of the stiffeners in a ~lane perpendicular to the plane of the web were 
greatly influenced by stiffener size. ~n all cases, the location of maximum 
lateral deflection was near the mid-depth of the girder o The flexible 
st~ffeners of VST16-8 did very 1 ittle to isolate the three girder panels and 
simp!y buckled with the webo This behavior resulted in large lateral deflec-
taons even at the maximum test load (see Figo 32)0 The three girders with 
stiffener rigidities in the neighborhood of those required by current design 
pract6ce, loe o , VST8-4, VST8-6 and VST8-l0~ behaved similarly with respect 
to growth of maximum lateral defiectnons. The lateral deflections of the 
very rfigid stiffeners were practically zero and the stiffeners behaved as 
sf they were infinitely rigid. 
Even though the staffeners of VST8-4~ VST8-6, and VST8-10 all 
,,,..' 
exhibsted about the same magnntude of lateral deflection, Figo 31 shows that 
there was a significant difference in the amount of bending for the different 
stiffener sizeso it can be seen that as stfiffener size was increased, the 
bending of the stiffener was markedly reduced. This means that although 
the lateral deflections of the stiffeners were similar, the less rigid stiff-
eners tended to deflect into the buckl !ng pattern of the web with resulting 
sharper radii of curvature. The more rigid stiffeners tended to resist the 
Influences of web buckl ing and remained straight to more~effectively isolate 
adjacent girder panels. 
7.3.2.2 Compressive Load in Stiffenerso The computed compressive 
force in the stiffeners varied directly w!th st~ffener s6zeo ~f the panels 
are effect[vely isolated from one another 3 the diagonal tension stress is all 
transmitted to the stiffeners and the stiffener load is largeo If the panels 
are not effectively isolated$ some of the diagonal tension stress is trans-
ferred Into the adjacent panel and the stfiffener loads are correspondingly 
less. Hence, the compressive forces are a measure of the amount of stress 
that !s transferred through the vertncal stiffener fillet welds. 
~t had been anticipated that the intensity of stress transfer through 
the stiffener fillet welds would have an effect on the fatigue 1 ives of the 
girders. However~ if stiffener load ~s taken as a measure of the intensity 
of stress transfer~ there was no correlation between stress transfer and 
fatigue 1 afe for this series of testso 
70303 Fatigue BehaVior. The distrnbution of the intensity of web flexing 
action along the stiffeners had a signif~ca~t effect on the determination of 
the location of failure. Every fafilure initiated along the toe of the stiff-
ener fBllet welds at the ]ocat~on of maxImum web flexing intensity (Fig. 28). 
Furthermore~ there was some correlatnon between the fatigue 1 ives 
of the girders and the intensity of web flexing at the p08nt of initiation of 
failure. Girders VSTi6-8 and VST8-i6 exhabated both the smallest intensity of 
web flexing action and the longest 1 iveso Girders VST8=4 and VST8-10 exhibited 
equa! fintensBties of web flexing action and equal fatIgue 1 !veso 
The foregoing observatuons lead to the conclusion that the intensity 
of web flexing action at the vertical stiffeners is an important factor in the 
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determination of the fatigue 1 ives of the various girderso Further justification 
of thns conclusion is provided by t~~ type of faaiure that was noticed in the 
various girderso The cracks always initiated on the side of the web in which 
tension stresses resulted from the flexing actiono The cracks propagated over 
an inch or more on the tension side before they traversed the thickness of the 
web and became visible on the compression sideo 
The strain measurements which were made In girder VST8-6 revealed the 
existence of diagonal tensile membrane stresses in the webs of the girders. 
Thes~ stresses were anchored at the :stiffeners and were cyclic in nature. 
Since the stresses were anchored at the locations at which failure occurred, 
they must have had an effect on the 1 rYes of the girde~s. It is impossible to 
assess the relative importance of membrane streSS and web flexing action on 
the fatigue 1 !ves of the girderso These effects- are superimposed and cannot 
be separatedo 
The results from girder VST16-8 show that girders with weak stiffeners 
which buckle with the web can have a higher resistance to fatigue than girders 
with more rigid stiffeners. This observation had been antijcipated in Chapter 2 
where it was stated that girders with weak stiffeners would exhibit 1ess web 
flexung action at the boundaries and a smaller stress transfer through the 
stiffener fi1let welds than girders with more rigid stiffeners. It can be 
seen in Figo 28 that the flexIng actnon was indeed less for VST15-S than for 
girders VSTS-4, VSTS-6 and VST8-10 all of which were provided with more rigid 
stiffeners. 
~n summary, it can be said that the combilned effect of web flexing 
action and membrane stresses caused fatIgue fafilures to initiate at the 
boundaries of the test panelso Furthermore, the st~ffener rigidity did have 
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an effect on fatigue 1 ifeo Gerders wHth very weak stBffeners and with very rigid 
stiffeners both had fatigue 1 ives greater than girders with stiffeners whose 
rigidities were in the range of the rigidities that are required by current 
design practiceo 
70304 Comparison of Actual Behavfior With Predicted Behavioro In general, 
the actual behavior of the girders corresponded qu8.te closely to ~he predicted 
behav!oro Notwithstanding the in!t!al deflectIons, the web deflection patterns 
at ful~ load of girders VST8-4~ VST8-10 and VST8-16 weresimiJar to the antici-
pated defl~ction patterns (Figo 9}o The initial buckles which occurred in the 
lower port6on of the web w.~re unimportanto GBrder VST8-6 differed in that it 
had two buckl es In the upper part of the webo The stH ffeners of gi rder VST16-8 .. 
buckled with the web and the behaVIor of the gIrder was unsque among all the 
girders that were testedo 
The web flexing act80n at the boundaries and the membrane stresses 
nn the web behaved 'as had been predoctedo The max~mum intensity of web flexing 
actIon occurred at the ends of the buckles on the u~per part of the webo The 
tensBie membrane stresses along the crest of the upper buckle were much larger 
than the theoretical pure beam action stresseso Moreover, the orientation of 
the tensile membrane stress was approxilmately parallei to the crest of the 
domanant web buckle in the upper part of the webo 
'70305 Analysis of Stiffener Rigidity RegLi!rementso Thos Investigation 
has shown that the fatigue 1 ives of thon web girders can be influenced by 
stfiffener rigidityo It appears that the fatogue 1 !ves of girders with vertical 
stiffeners which meet the presently accepted design requirements can be improved 
in one of two wayso The vertical stnffeners can be replaced with either very 
weak stiffeners or very r~gid stiffenerso 
Girders with very weak vertical stKffeners are unacceptable both from 
the pOBnt of vIew of strength requirements a~d from the point of vIew of 
aesthetic requirements o The stiffeners buckle before the ultimate load of 
the weakest web 'panel is reached.or before the compression flange buckles. 
Hence, !nefficBent use is made of the web and flange ma~erialso Furthermore, 
very large lateral web deflections occur wath each repetition of load. Deflec-
tions of this type in an actual structure would be aesthetically unacceptable. 
~f the fatigue resi~tance is to be improved by the use of very rigid 
st~ffeners, the size of vertic~l stiffeners wil! necessarily become very large. 
For example» if a full size girder with a 10 foot deep by 3/8 ino thick web 
were to be stiffened in a manner similar to the model girder VST8-16 
(1/8 ina by 2 ~no stiffeners), the vertical stiffeners would have to consist 
of two ~~!no by 5 in. plates o 
Certa6nly, more tests must be completed before defHnite requirements 
can be made with reg~rd to increasing the required rig~dities of vertical 
stiffenerso ~f more tests are completed and vergfy the results obtained in 
this ffnvestogation~ a choice will have to be made betwe®n medium sized vertical 
stlffeners and lower fatigue 1 ives or very large vertical stiffeners and 
longer fat~~ue 1 iveso 
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80 SUMMARY AND CONClUS~ONS 
80 1 Summa ry 
The objectives of this finvestogation were to determine the manner in 
which thiln web girders fail when subjected to repeated loads, to determine 11! 
what factors ~nfluence the fatIgue strength of thin web 98rders and to determine 
the manner In which these factors influence the fatigue strengtho In particular, 
the investigation has been directed toward the determBnation o'f the effect of 
flange.rig~d6ty and vertical stiffener lraghUty on the fatigu.e behavior of thin 
web girders o Considerataon was also gHven to the effect of initial lateral 
web deflection !n girder panels and to the effect of the type of loado 
A qual Btative analysis was made of the fatilgue behavior of girder 
pane!~ wfith finstial lateral web deflectBon~o Two different 10ad,Bng conditions 
were cO~$!dered: pure shear and combined shear and be~dingo The factors which 
influence the fatigue behavftor of thIn web gorders were ascertanned and the 
effect of both flange rngidHty and vertilcal st[ffener rngftdity on these factors 
was qual ita!ively analyzed; 
in the experimental part of ~he !nvest~,gat!on, twenty fatigue tests 
were conducted on scale model than web~ all-welded 9firderso Nine girders 
with varHations in flange size were subjected to a large shearing force and 
a very small bending momento The te-st load51 were chosen to approximate a 
condBtoon of pure shearo The flange size was varBed from 5 ino by 1/4 ino to 
5 in~ by l-ino on g~rders with a web depth of 20 ino and a web thickness of 
0075 Ino The girder contained only one test panel w6th an aspect ratio of 
00750 Six girders with varying flange sizes were su~ected to combined 
shearang forces and bending moments 0 The flange size was varaed ~rom 
4 3/8 ano by 1/4 ino to 1-8no by l-!no on gIrders with a web depth of 16 5/8 in. 
and a web thfickness of !/16 ino Two adjacent test panels with aspect ratios of 
0075 were providedo Final!Y9 f~ve tests were conducted on girders with various 
stiffener sizes which were subjected to combined shearing forc~s and bending 
moment 0 The stfiffener size was varied from 1/16 Ino by 1/2 inc to 1/8 in. by 
2 eno on g~rders with a web depth of 20 ino and a web thsckness of 1/16 in. 
The girders were fabricated with three adjacent test panels with aspect ratios 
of 0050 
Results obtained from the expernmen~al anvestigatnon were compared 
wnth the results of the qual itatnve Investogatfiono 
802 Conclusions 
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The conclusions whnch have been drawn from the results of the investi-
gateon reported herein may be summar!zed as fol10ws~ 
(1) Fatigue resistance presents a more complex and serious problem 
in thin web girder design than in conventional civil engineering girder design~ 
The fatBgue resistance 8S not only a function of the appl ied stresses but also 
of the geometric properties of the girder. A systematic evaluation of the 
effect of the various geometric properties on the fatigue behavior of thin web 
garders is a necessary prereqUisite to the determinatDon of actual fatigue 
strength for such girderso 
(2) The rigidity of the boundary members (flanges and stiffeners) 
of the !nd!vidual web panels of plate girders has a significant effect on the 
fat[gue behavior of thin web girderso ~n the investigation reported herein, 
the relatijo~sh!ps between fatigue 1 ufe and boundary ragidity that were 
determined for wide ranges of rjgidities gave no indication of what tbe effect 
would be of boundary rigidijties wh~ch fall outsIde of the test range o 
(3) 3 ~t is recommended that the flange rigidity parameter ~/b t be 
ma!ntaoned above a certain manHmum value Hn the design of thin web girders 
which are to be subjected to fatigue type loadingso The recommended minimum 
value for this parameter is expressed by a formula that was derived by 
Ko Co Rockey(11) 
(-~) . 3 mlno b t = 0.00035 fwW - lJ L cr 
val id over the range 1 ~ wW ~ 40 
cr 
(4) If more tests on girders with' various stiffener sizes are 
complefed which verify the results obtained in this Investigation, a choice 
will have to be madeo The choice w!l! be between either leaving the present 
vertical stiffener d~sign requirements unchanged and accepting the resulting 
fatigue lives or markedly increasing the required vertical stiffener sizes 
(6) 
with resulting increases in fatigue 1 rfeo The present investigation provided 
, . 
sufficient data to suggest the above cholce but not sufficient data with 
which to make the choiceo 
(5) Two effects cause fat~gue faUures in thin web girders. The 
t....:z:...;.. ......... 
one effect is that of fluctuatnng membrane stresses which are anchored at the 
panel boundaries. The other effect !s that of the web flexing actIon at the 
panel boundarieso Both of these effects are a result of the buckl ing action 
of the individual web panelso 
(6) ~nitial lateral web deflectIons can have an effect on the 
fatigue behavior of thin web girderso it can be stated that the individual 
effects of initial deflections are both beneficial (a reduction in web flexing 
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action) and detrimental (an increase in membrane stresses) but it is impossible 
to assess their absolute effect on fatigue behavioro 
(7) In girders with square or nearly square web panels, the addition 
of even small flexural stresses to a shear stress will reduce the fatigue 1 ife 
of the girder from. that which the girder would have exhibited were it subjected 
to the shear aloneo This result occurs because of a change in the location of 
failure and more severe superposition of the maximum effects of web flexing 
action and membrane stresso 
(8) The testing of model girders can serve a very useful purpose. 
The effect of a given parameter on the fatigue 1 ives of thin web girders can 
be more cheaply and conveniently evaluated from model girders than from full 
size girders o A series of model girder tests could be used to provide the 
relationship between fatsgue 1 ife and the parameter under consideration. A 
very few full size fatigue tests could then be conducted to establ ish the 
relat~onsh!p between the magn!tudes of the 'fatigue 1 ives of the models and 
of the full size girders o 
(9) An improvement could be made in the method of fabrication of 
model girders that was used In this investlgationo A welding technique which 
reduces and local izes heat Input would result in a decrease in the magnitude 
of lateral web deflections and make the welding of the small girders more 
representative of the welding of full size girderso Special w~lding 
equ i pmen t wh i ch is needed to meet these requ 0 rements was not ava-il ab 1 e for 
the investigation reported hereino 
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Th i ckne's5 of 
Web Plate 
in. 
00270 
00270 
0 .. 270 
00 129 
D. !29 
0. !88 
0.270 
00270 
00270 
00 188 
o. 129 
o. 129 
TABLE 1 
~N~T~AL WEB DEFLECT~ONS ~N G~RDER PANELS 
TESTED BY BASLER ET ALo* 
Face Dimensions Aspect Web De~th ~nitial 
of Web P!ate Ratio Web Thickness Deflection 
eno a d/t in. 
37 1/2 .x 50 0075 185 0008 
10 BO ]85 0008 
&8 88 i85 0010 
B8 IS 388 o. ~O 
DO 38 388 0.23 
50 x 50 1.0 255 0034 
50 x 75 1 .5 185 00 15 
to iO 185 0017 
88 !8 185 0., 17 
88 18 259 0.20 
88 II 388 0029 
IB 18 388 0042 
~nitial Defl~ction 
Web Th j. ckness 
003 
0.,3 
004 
008 
1..8 
L8 
0<>6 
006 
006 
101 
2 .. 2 
302 
'3~ Basler, Ko, Yen, Bo T0 9 Muel1er g Jo Ao and Thurliman'ns B. p UWeb Buckling Tests on Welded Plate 
_ Girders,·' lehigh University ~nstitute of Research Reports Noso 251=11~ 251-13, 251=14 9 251-19 9 
25 1-20 9 251"" 2 1 • -..J 
~ 
Thi ckne'ss of Face D imen's ions 
Web Plate ,of Web Plate 
ino ino 
00200 39 04 x :3904 
0,,200 39 04 x :3904 
00137 39 04 x 7808 
00 150 50 05 x :31 04 
o. 150 50 I> 5 x :3104 
00 150 5005 x :3104 
00 137 3904 x 78.8 
00 137 39 04 x 7808 
00 157 2706 x ~3405 
0012q 2706 x 94~5 
TABLE' 2 
INiT~Al WEB DEFLECTIONS IN GiRDER PANELS 
TESTED BY WASTlUND AND BERGMAN* 
Noo of Web Aspect WebDe~th 
Stiffeners Ratio Web Thickness 
ex d/t 
None 1000 200 
None 1.00 200 
One 1 .. 00 285 
None 1061 210 
None 1061 210 
None 1061 210 
Two 2000 144 
None 2000 286 
None 3043 175 
None 3043 218 
hlitia1 ~nitialDeffection 
Deflection , Web Th i. ckness 
i no 
0079 0,,4 
• 197 100 
• 158 101 
" 197 103 
.. 158 101 
o 158 101 
~, .. 158 101 
~. 118 009 
0079 005 
0236 109 
"d" Wast lund, Go and Bergman, So Go Ao, "Buckl ing of Webs in Deep Steel I Gi rders,lI Book, Stockholm, 19480 
...... 
U'I 
76 
TABLE 3 
PHYS~CAl PROPERT~ES Of WEB MATER!AlS 
ASTM Yield Ultimate Elongation 
Designation Strength Strength in 8 inches 
psi psi percent 
A366 ... 58T 40 9 800 48 9 500 2107 
A245",,61T 528100 66 v 100 2203 
Flange 
Gi rder Thickness 
i no 
FT= 1 3/16 
fT=2 3/8 
fT=3 1/2 
FT.",9 1/2 
FT ... 4 5/8 
FT",,5 3/4 
fT=6 
fT",,10 
TABLE 4 
RESULTS PERTA~N~NG TO STAT~C BEHAVIOR OF G~RDERS 
W~TH VARIOUS FLANGE SIZES SUBJECTED TO SHEAR 
~nitial Maximum Load Maximum Load Maximum Load 
ofT 5/T <11 <12 
psi psi 
30.2'; 608 
2 0 8 503 19~800 co2D 700 
201 209 229 100 ",,49 700 
2 0 1 202 
303 405 23 9 100 =5 9 700 
208 304 19 9 600 ",,5,200 
20 1 305 211) 700 ",,5 9 600 
3.4 302 
Permanent· 
Deformation 
ina 
9/32 
3/32 
3/32 
0 
4/32 
0 
0 
0 
'-I 
"-J 
Garder 
FT=l 
FT=2 
Ff=3 
FT=9 
fTQ4 
fT",,5 
fTem6 
FT ... I0 
TABLE 5 
RESULTS PERTA~N~NG TO FAT~GUE BEHAV~OR OF G~RDERS 
W~TH VAR~O~S FLANGE S~ZES SUBJECTED TO SHEAR 
Cycles to Range 
Faa lure o/T 
2511)900 0 .. 60 
293 9 900 Oo9! 
915 9 600 0066 
508 D600 0077 
476 9900 0037 
408 s 300 0 .. 91 
863 9 400 0 .. 53 
621 9400 0077 
78 
Range, 0'1 
psi 
15 9 400 
179400 
179900 
15 9 100 
179000 
TABLE 6 
RESULTS OF flANGe RIGiDITY TESTS ON GIRDERS 
SUBJECTED TO SHEAR AND BENDING 
~~ __ =-~~~~ __ ~~~-=~=-=-~~~~~-=.~=~-=o __ ~~~~~~ ____ ~ __ ~~ ____ ~ __ -=~ __ ~~~ 
Girder Flange Size ino 
initial B/t 
Panel 1 Panel 2 
Maxo Load 'O/t 
Panel 1 Panel 2 
Range B/f 
Panel 1 Panel 2 
~~ 
fTSB".) 4 3/8 x 1/4 3064 4079 3072 4070 1 038 1 025 
FTSB ... 2 2 7/8 x 3/8 3086 3Q47 4021 3050 1..32 1 006 
FTSB=3 2 1/8 x 1/2 3~34 3~96 
fTSB ... 4 5/8 x 5/8 3. 18 3003 3089 3~38 1 0 1 1 0.88 
FTSB",,5 3/8 x 3/4 3076 1094 3Q78 2085 1 .. 04 0 .. 72 
fl'SB"*'6 1 x 1 4.20 3050 4032 4052 1 .21 1 e 23 
Cycles to 
Fa i 1 ure 
40,000 
32,000 
49,000 
84,000 
101 ,000 
-..J 
<.0 
TABLE 7 
TEST RESULTS FOR GijRDERS W~TH VAR~OMS ST~fFENER S~ZES 
Nomi·na! St Ifess eye Ie St.iffenelf Cycles t.o 
Specimen ps 0 Size Fa ft ture 
Shear 1F1exllJlfe ine 
UST 16=8 207 t.o 1007 4.3 to ~700 1/16 x 1/2 239 9 000 
\1ST 8=4 18 06 1/8 x 1/2 55,000 
VST 8=6 DB 18 1/8 x 3/4 529000 
\1ST 8=10 B8 89 1/8 x 1 J/4 52,000 
VST 8=16 Ii 88 1/8 x 2 250,000 
Ultimate 
Load 
lbso 
76,,500 
82»600 
78,000 
749000 
849000 
co 
o 
81 
TABLE 8 
MAX~H~M WEB DEFlECT~ONS ~N G~RDERS W~iH VAR~OUS ST~FFENER S~ZES 
Specsmen ~ rui t i a 1 0 IT Maxnm~m Load BIT Maxlmum Range 8/T 
VST 1608 304 3.5 1 .. 2 
VST 8=4 207 2.8 005 
VSi 8=6 204 2.8 007 
\1ST 80]0 200 2.2 007 
\lSi 8=16 107 205 0.6 
We 
T 
Load 
FIG. I. MAXIMUM DEFLECTIONS'" AT THE CENTERS OF SQUARE 
SHEAR PANELS WITH INITIAL DEFLECTIONS AND 
RIGID BOUNDARIES ~ 
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FIG. 19. WEB DEFLECTIONS AT MAXIMUM TEST LOAD IN 
GIRDER FT .... 6. 
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FIG. 23 WEB DEFLECTION PATTERNS AT MAXIMUM LOAD WITH FAILURE LOCATIONS FOR 
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FIG. 27. WEB DEFLECTION PATTERNS AT MAXIMUM FATIGUE TEST LOAD AND FAILURE 
LOCATIONS FOR GIRDERS WITH VARIOUS STIFFENER SIZES. 
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FIG. 28 . RELATIVE MAGNITUDES OF WEB FLEXING ACTION ALONG 
STIFFENERS IN GIRDERS WITH VARIOUS STIFFENER SIZES. 
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FIG. 29 .. AVERAGE STIFFENER STRAINS AT MID .... HEIGHT 
OF STIFFENER vs APPLIED LOAD. 
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FIG. 30. STIFFENER FORCE AT MID-HEIGHT OF STIFFENER 
vs APPLIED LOAD. 
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FIG. 31. BENDING STRAIN AT MID-HEIGHT OF STIFFENERS vs, 
j~PPLIED LOAD. 
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FIG. 32. MAXIMUM LATERAL STIFFENER DEFLECTION vs APPLIED LOAD. 
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FIG. 33 . PRINCIPAL WEB STRESSES in GIRDER VST8 .... 6 . N 
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FIGURE.34. MAXIMUM LATEf~AL WEB DEFLECTION vs FLANGE RIGIDITY PARAMETER FOR 
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FIG. 35 . PRINCIPAL COMPRESSIVE STRESSES IN AN IDEAL WEB 
PANEL SUBJECTED TO THE GIVEN STRESSES. 
